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In the c entral part of the Northern District of Papua 
there is a c oncentration of approximately 2 6 ,  OOO people who are 
known c ollectively as the Orokaiva . The term Orokaiva came 
into use some ye ars  after European c ontact, and before that time 
the Orokaiva did not recognize themselves as a single group, nor 
did they all interact for any c ommon purpose . Although they do 
not claim c ommon ancestry, the various sub -groups possess  a 
relatively homogeneous cultural heritage . The Orokaiva speak 
several dialects which are mutually intelligible and belong to a 
c ommon language . ( 1 ) 
During the last t en years there  has been c onsiderable 
development of c ommercial agriculture within the area . Many 
people have planted c ash crops on land held under customary 
tenure ;  some villages have planted communal blocks  on land set 
aside by the rightholding clans ; the Higaturu Local Government 
Council (which serves most of the southern part of the Orokaiva 
culture area) has instituted a scheme for the alloc ation of c ash 
crop lands to individuals, and for the registration of the land 
with the C ouncil; some Orokaiva have taken up agricultural 
leases  of small, family holdings on government land, and they 
are provided with capital, extension service s  and registered 
land title s ;  others again have entered the plantation economy 
(none as entrepreneurs as yet, but many as workers on European 
plantations in the area) ; and at Beporo ( on the c oast) the people 
have embarked on a new experiment involving the cutting of clan 
land into rectangular blocks, allocation by ballot, and the plant ­
ing of c ash c rops by families .  
The aim of the Unit ' s research is to determine which 
of these systems has been or promise s to be most productive 
( in the economic sense )  per man, per unit of c apital and per 
acre of land; which of them is best suited to the introduction of 
(1) The term Orokaiva has no precise connotation but is here used in its widest sense to 
include such culturally related groups as the Notu, Binandere , A iga and Sangara . The 
word is often used in a more restricted sense to refer to those people (predominantly 
speakers of the Kombu-Sangara dialects) who are served by the Higaturu Local  Govern­
ment Council . 
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new crops and techniques of production; and which is best 
adapted to the emerging patterns of social and work organization . 
It is also hoped to obtain information on the factors which in ­
fluence the peoples '  preferences  for one or another of the 
systems of land tenure  and work organization . 
It is appreciated that no two human groups are 
strictly c omparable , and that there are cultural, geographical 
and economic differences  between different parts of the Orokaiva 
area . On the other hand, there is a sufficient degree of homo ­
geneity to allow some useful comparisons to be made b etween 
those  who follow e ach of the various " roads ' ' to economic change . 
This paper contains the results of the first study 
undertaken. It was c arried out in the Higaturu Local Govern ­
ment C ouncil area at the village of Inonda, which is one of the 
small, widely dispersed Orokaiva villages which are typical of 
the flat eastern portion of the area. A second study within the 
Council area has recently been c ompleted  at the village of 
Sivepe, which is c ooler ,  more hilly and more fertile than Inonda, 
and typifies the larger,  more populous villages of the closely 
settled western area .  ( 1 ) The results of research in other parts 
of the Orokaiva area  will be published in the c oming months . 
We wish to record our gratitude to the people  of 
Inonda for their generous co  -operation, to Mr . C romwell 
Burau for interpreting not only the language but als o  the culture 
of the Orokaiva people for us,  to offic ers of the departments of 
Native Affairs and Agriculture for advice and assistance, and to 
Dr . D .  G . Bettis on and Mr. M .  Rimoldi for assistance in re -
vision of the final draft . We also gratefully acknowledge the 
assistance of the Rural C redits· Development Fund of the Reserve 
Bank of Australia. 
( 1) Population density in the Saiho census division (which includes S ivepe) is 72 . 9 persons 
per square mile , which is the highest for the Higaturu Council area .  Density in the Buna 
census division (which includes Inonda) is 7. 7 persons per square mile, which is the lowest 
in the Council area . 
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTORY 
Location and facilities 
Inonda is situated about eleven miles from Popon ­
detta on the Oro Bay road . Up to the present,access  to Popon­
detta has been dependent on the state  of the Girua river but with 
the completion of a bridge later this year all -weather access  
will be  ensured . Inonda lies  within the Orokaiva culture area 
and is served by the Higaturu Local Government C ouncil . Ad ­
ministration patrols visit the village once or twic e annually . 
The neare st school is about six miles  away across 
the river at Hohota . Some children attend this school spasmodi -
cally and a few board at church schools at Popondetta or  Embi . 
Others do not go to school at all . There is an Anglican church 
in the village though it is little used except when an itinerant 
priest happens to b e  passing by . 
Kerosene, tobacco, sugar, salt and other household 
requirements  are usually purchased  from a small trade store 
about three  miles distant but larger purchase s  are made in 
Popondetta .  The re are four main items of traditional trade 
which appear to follow particular routes. As betel nuts do not 
grow well in Inonda these  are bartered or purchase d  from inland 
tribes (usually through relatives ) and the lime which is chewed 
with them is acquire d  from the coast . Traditional valuables  
(hambo) are acquire d  most frequently by  barter with the coastal 
people, but birds' feather s  for making head -dresses  ( di )  are ob ­
tained from the Managalas tribes in the mountains in exchange 
for dogs, money and other items . The advent of shotguns has 
reduced  the trade in feathers to those of birds of paradise and 
other relatively rare species . In bygone days clay pots and 
wooden bowls were traded from the c oast in return for feathers 
and other valuables but with the advent of cheap imported utensils 
this trade has c eased. 
features  
Topography: The Inonda lands lie partly on  the 
flood plains of the Girua and Sambogo rivers and partly in the 
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moderately sloping foothills of the northern side of the extinct 
strato -volcanic Hydrographers Range . The Sambogo and 
Girua rivers flow in a northerly direction draining from the 
Hydrographers  Range and Mt . Lamington respectively . They 
are swiftly flowing, rocky -bedded rivers which ,  together with 
their numerous tributaries ,  give the area a moderate to good 
drainage system . To the e ast the drainage system in the vicinity 
of the Embi lakes has been blocked by recent volcanic activity 
and drainage is much poorer . A vast coastal plain between 
twenty and thirty miles  wide stretches north -we stwards from the 
Hydrographers for over sixty miles .  Inonda lie s  at the southern 
end of this plain, about fifteen miles inland from the coast . 
Soils and vegetation : The Inonda lands are classi ­
fied below on the basis of the soil associations set out in the 
Interim Report of the C . S .  I .  R . 0.. survey of the Kumusi River -
Oro Bay are a . ( 1 ) 
( i) The Popondetta Association covers approximately one 
third of the Inonda lands . Its s oils characteristic ally have a 
black to very dark brown topsoil underlain by a yellowish grey 
volcanic sand subsoil and are usually moderately well drained .  
They are covere d with kunai grass (predominantly Imperata sp . )  
or savannah and are not use d  by the people for food gardens be -
c ause of the difficulty of freeing the ground from grass  roots . 
Because the land is flat there may be  some potential for 
mechanized farming on soils of the Popondetta Association, 
provided that their natural moderate fertility c an be improved 
or at least maintained under cultivation . ( 2 ) 
As sociate d  with these  soils are small areas of fine 
textured, rec ent ,  alluvial soils ,  usually covered with forest or 
(1) C. S .  I .  R .  O.  (Land Research and Regional Survey Section) Interim Report. on the 
Description and Assessment of the Land Systems and Soil A ssociations in the Kumusi 
River-Oro Bay Area .  Northern Division. Papua . (Unpublished Record) 54/2 . 
June , 1954. 
(2) There is still some doubt as  to the suitability of this soil for mechanized agriculture 
as there is a tendency for the soil structure to disintegrate under intensive cultivation. 
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regrowth . They are lower lying than the surrounding s avannah 
and are poorly drained . 
(ii} The Girua As sociation c onsists of c oarse texture d, re  -
c ent riverine deposits c overed  with fore st or regrowth. It lies  
beside the Sambogo and Girua rivers .  The assoc iation c overs 
about one fifth of the Inonda lands and, being permanently moist 
and apparently fertile , these soils are extensively used for food 
gardening . The local people have given this soil type the name 
tumene . 
(iii ) The Warisota Association occurs on the lower slopes of 
the valleys of the Hydrographers Range , where the Sambogo 
river and its tributaries emerge from the foothills . The soils 
are recent ,  well drained, medium textured clay loams , becom­
ing fine texture d  with depth, and being grey to grey -brown in 
c olour . They are covered with a heavy forest or s econdary 
growth vegetation, but there is little accumulation of organic 
matter in the topsoil . 
These soils , which c over approximately one fifth of 
the Inonda lands , are used for food gardens , although they are 
not favoured  because of their tendency to dry out during the dry 
s eason . On the higher ground they are  known to the Orokaiva 
as hora while on the lower ground they are known as hohori . 
The hohori runs into the still lower lying tumene of the Girua 
Association . 
(iv) The Hydrographer As sociation lies  in the deeply dis -
sected foothills of the Hydrographers Range . The soils of this 
association are shallow , stony and poorly differentiated,  carry­
ing a hill -type rain forest . They are not favoure d  for garden -
ing and the people use this land only for foraging and hunting . 
Its agricultural potential has been assessed  as ' ' negligible"(l ) , 
as both topography and soils are unfavourable for the growth of 
crops . It occupies approximately one fifth of the total area of 
the Inonda land . 
Ibid , page 2 6 .  
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(v)  The Avalanche Association c onsists of riverine deposits 
of gravel and boulders interbedded with she ets of s and, lying on 
the floor of the Girua river .  It occupies a very small pro -
portion of the Inonda lands , supports a kunai vegetation, and 
appears to have no potential for either agriculture or forestry. 
C limate : The climate is hot and moist, except for a 
hot, relatively dry s eason which lasts from about July to Sep -
tember .  Because of the influence of the Owen Stanley Ranges 
there is a rapid west -east decline in rainfall over the Orokaiva 
area . Popondetta has an average annual rainfall of 9 6  inches so  
that Inonda, lying 5 miles to the east, probably has  a rainfall of 
8 0  to 90 inches .  The yearly pattern of rainfall distribution, 
which is very similar for both Inonda and Popondetta, can be 
seen from the rainfall recordings for Popondetta given in 
Appendix C .  ( 1 ) 
The Inonda people ref er to the dry season as huvira 
because the huvira tree (Erythrina indica) flowers  at that time . 
The wet season is  divided into a number of periods which are 
recognized  by the ripening of various nuts ( e specially hauga) and 
e dible pit -pit ( ina) , and by the flowering of the garepa tree . 
For instance ,  the garepa season begins about November or De ­
c ember and lasts for two or three months . These  are the 
wettest months of the year and plant growth is therefore rapid 
at that time . The pasiro ( a variety of pit -pit) ripens about 
March, which is a time of more moderate rainfall . Food is in 
abundance at this period, and it is acc ordingly the most popular 
s eason for feasting . 
The warm moist climate is  generally favourable for 
plarit growth, but because many of the soils are c oars e  in tex -
ture and have low water -holding c apacity, even short periods of 
drought may adversely affect the growth of shallow rooting c rops 
( including the staple food, taro ) . Deep rooting c rops such as 
c offee, c ocoa and c oconuts are les s  affected by the dry periods . 




Food gardening : The people have been able to 
select the best land for cultivation, avoiding the rugged hill­
sides with their infertile stony soils and the kunai grasslands 
which are difficult to clear . The soils which they use for gar -
dening are sufficiently fertile to give s atisfactory food produc -
tion without the application of artificial fertilizer . Yields are 
maintained  by a system of bush. fallowing, whe reby the land is 
cropped onc e ,  and then left to revert naturally to regrowth for 
a period of approximately eight to fifteen years . There  is no 
evidenc e of soil erosion or decline of soil fertility under this 
system and if land w ere in short supply the average period of 
fallow c ould probably be shortened considerably without reducing 
fertility . However,  if a shorter fallow period was adopted, 
pests and diseases  would probably multiply the reby c ausing a 
decline in crop yields . Moreover, short rotations enable kunai 
grass to become e stablishe d, q.nd this makes  cultivation more 
difficult, as kunai is almost impossible to eradicate . 
Clearing the virgin fore st( l ) in preparation for gar ­
dening presents  c onsiderable difficulty . However clearing the 
regrowth for subsequent gardens is very much simpler ,  and this 
is the more c ommon pattern . Axe s  and bushknives are used to 
cle ar the vegetation in preparation for planting the food  crops. 
The dry season is the most suitable time for this operation as 
the felled vegetation dries quickly and is easily burned, but 
clearing is c arried on at all time s of the year . After the bush 
is cleared, the dead timber is stacked  and burned .  The food 
crops are then planted with the aid of a digging stick . The gar -
den is usually w eeded two or three time s before the crops are 
harveste d .  
Approximately ninety per c ent of the land cleared  is 
planted with the principal crop, taro (C olocasia sp . )  of which at 
least nine varieties are grown . The se  varieties differ in the 
length of time required to mature and in resistanc e to drought . 
Though s ome planting takes  place throughout the year, most of 
it is done in three  periods, namely August -Septemb e r  ( the  end 
(1) What is regarded as  virgin forest may well have been cropped many years ago, but 
if so the fact has long since been forgotten by the present inhabitants.  
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of the dry season), November -December and March -April . A 
little Xanthos oma sp . (Chinese  or giant taro) is planted  as it is 
more resistant to dry c onditions and therefore  acts  as a reserve 
against drought . 
Most households( l ) grow some swe et potato, planted 
either as a pure stand or amongst taro . In the latter case  it is 
usually planted  at the s ame time as the taro, but occasionally it 
is planted as a s econd c rop after the taro has been harveste d .  
This, however, i s  not the normal practic e and yields from vines 
grown in this way seem to be low . 
Other food plants are scattered throughout the taro 
and sweet potatoes and include corn, bananas, sugar, various 
kinds of ina ( edible pit -pit),  yams, manioc, pineapples, cucur ­
bits, tomatoes, beans and shallots .  Table 1 shows the average 
area or number of these  plants  ( in all stages of growth) per 
household at the time of the survey . 
T able 1 .  
F ood plants per household (8 households) 
Crop Average Range 
Taro (Colocasia sp . )C 2 ) 1 .  3 ac s .  2 . 6 - 0 . 4 ac s . 
Swe et potato( 2) 0 .  2 ac s .  0 .  4 - 0 ac s .  
Bananas 8 1  tree s  1 4 5  - 1 2  trees 
Sugar 7 1  c lumps 1 67 - 3 4  clumps 
Ina 5 6  clumps 1 8 1  - 4 clumps 
Yams 24 vines 6 1  - 0 vines 
Manioc 1 0  plants 2 7  - 4 plants  
Taro (Xanthosoma sp . ) 5 plants 2 5  - 0 plants 
Corn 7 2 plants 1 40 - 0 plants  
Pineapples 1 plant 7 - 0 plants  
Cucurbits 2 vines 1 0  - 0 vines 
Shallots a few 
Beans a few 
Tomatoes a few 
(1) Details of household composition are given on page 16. 
(2) Areas covered by taro and sweet potatoes were calculated from an e stimate of the 
percentage of the total area of the garden covered by each of these two crops. 
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The supplementary food plants  provide both variety 
in the diet and some insurance against failure of either of the two 
main c rops . Corn matures  within two or three  months and can 
be planted amongst  the taro if a food  shortage appears to be im­
minent . Both wild and cultivated sago is use d  as an emergency 
food. There is usually a shortage of garden c rops at the end of 
the dry season, and this is overcome by making s ago . Sago is 
only eaten at other times when large quantities of food are need  
ed for feasts 9 
The boundary of a food garden remains recognizable 
for about thre e  years from the time of clearing . By then the 
garden is c overed with either regrowth or kunai and is no longer 
producing food . All food gardens with rec ognizable boundaries 
were surveyed by chain and c ompas s and the are a  of  e ach  garden 
calculated . ( 1 ) The date on which the vegetation had been clear ­
ed  for the preparation of each garden was determined as nearly 
as possible . The ave rage area of land require d  for food gar -
dens for the village as a whole was found to be 1 2 .  7 6 acres  or 
0 .  27 acres per head of population per year . ( 2) Areas of sub­
sistence gar dens at present being cultivated or from which food 
is currently being harvested are summarized in T able 2 .  
(1) Maps on a scale  of one inch to one hundred feet were drawn. T hese have been 
reduced photographically and are reproduced on pages 106-108. 
(2) This figure was calculated by the following method. For e ach household, areas of 
all gardens with recognizable boundaries were determined and totalled. The date at 
which the oldest of these gardens was established was determined for each household. 
From this information the area of garden land required per month was established for 
each household. (For example if the total area of gardens made by a household over 
27 months is 5. 4 acres ,  then that household makes new gardens at the rate of 0. 20 acres 
per month or 2. 40 acres per year. ) The area of new garden land brought under culti­
vation each month by the village as a whole was then calculated by totalling the area 
required per month by e ach household , and multiplied by 12 to give the area required 
p:r year. This figure divided by the _ population of the village , gave the area of land 
required for gardening per head of population per year. The area of O. 27 acres of 
garden land per head of population per year should not be confused with the area of land 
which people were cultivating at the time of the survey . This latter area (0. 31 acres) 
includes land cleared but not planted ,  land planted with gardens not in production and 
land from which garden produce was be ing harvested at the time the survey was made . 
It does not relate to any period of time , but gives an indication of the area of land 
which the households were actually tending at that particular time . 
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Table 2 .  
Garden areas now under cultivation 
Garden currently 
producing 
Gardens planted not 
yet producing 
Garden cleared yet 
to b e  
Total area of garden 
under cultivation 
Area per head 
of population 
0 .  1 9  acres 
0 .  0 8  acres 
0 .  04 acres 
0 .  3 1  acres 
Area per able -
bodied person 
( over 1 6 ) 
0 .  4 1  acres  
0 .  18  acres 
0 .  0 8  acres  
0 .  6 7  acres  
A rea  per 
household 
0 . 9 0  acres 
0 .  38 acres 
0 . 19  acres 
1 .  4 7  acres 
It is difficult to e stablish the length of the bush 
fallow -food garden rotation, but the majority of the gardens 
measured had previously been planted between 1 9 5 1 and 1 9 54  by 
the refugee s  of the Mt . Lamington eruption who settled in Inonda 
for several years . The Inonda folk began to plant thes e  areas 
about eight to nine years after their previous use . This, they 
say, is shorter  than the normal fallow, but c rop yields from 
these gardens were  apparently normal, which suggests that the 
rotation can operate  satisfactorily on a cycle of eight years , 
though it is  often c onsiderably longer. If it is assumed that a 
piece  of land may be planted once in every ten years, then with 
the present system of food gardening the Inonda people require 
1 27 acres  of land to maintain their present level of sub sistence 
from garden c rops . Ther e  is thus no pre ssure on land re -
s ources ,  for the Inonda lands( l ) c over an e stimated total area of 
2 ,  900 acres (excluding the Sambogo land). Of this total area 
perhaps one fifth or 5 80 acres  is good gardening land and much 
of the remainder could be used for agricultural production if the 
need arose . 
At present most of the food gardens are located 
(1) As delineated on map on page 105. 
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about one and a half miles ( thirty -five minute s  walk) from the 
village on part of the land known as Inota . They are planted  
c ontiguously: partly to  keep the amount of  clearing and pig 
fencing to a minimum and partly to ensure c ompanionship while 
working in the garden (which may be related to the traditional 
but now unnec e ssary consideration of mutual protection) . Be -
cause of this practic e and for other reasons enumerated below 
many people have made their gardens on land in which their 
lineage has no proprietary rights . E ach household has at least 
one garden which is currently producing and one recently 
planted but not yet in bearing on the Inota block. Three of the 
households have gardens (or  are in the process  of making gar -
dens) on other Inonda lands (Eumo and Sesehauta) while three 
other households have made or are making gardens on land at 
Hohota village . Two of the latter  are new gardens and they are 
situated about one mile from Inonda and the other,  which is 
currently producing, lies west of Hohota village about 4! miles 
from Inonda . Two other gardens made by Inonda people on 
Hohota lands in 1 9 6 0  have now been abandoned .  
The people say that in earlier time s they made 
special feast gardens to provide food for taro festivals , death 
feasts and other occasions. Feast gardens were often cleared 
on a community basis by all the working members of either the 
village or a sub -:clan within it , but were then subdivided and a 
section was allotte d  to each of the households for cultivation . 
The Administration has discourage d  large scale taro festivals 
and none has been held for several years . How ever when a man 
from the village died  during the survey, the members of his 
family decided to make a feast garden on a piece  of ground which 
he had cleared just before his death . 
We were  shown two feast gardens , one made in 1 95 3, 
and the other in 196 0 . The precise boundaries of the one made 
in 1 95 3  are no longer recognizable , but the garden was apparently 
a very large one of five acres or more . It w as made to provide 
food for a feast held when refugees (from the Mt . Lamington 
disaster) from Sew a and Ajoro villages left Inonda to return 
home . The other feast garden, which is now abandoned, was 
made at Hohota by a man who has no hereditary rights in land at 
Inonda . He has three  married  daughters ,  two of them married 
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to Inonda men, and his three  son -in -law s  assisted him to  make 
the garden, which covered an are a  of 2 .  3 2 acres . 
F encing : Wild pigs living in the nearby fore st are 
always a menace to the food crops and the people erect fence s  
and s et traps  t o  protect their gardens . The first panel of a 
fence is built where the people consider that pigs are most likely 
to enter the garden ( usually the side facing the forest ) . Often, 
no further fencing is done until a pig enters the garden through 
an unfenced  are a .  Then another  panel may be built and this 
sequence is c ontinued until the garden is almost pigproof . 
Natural barrier s  such as steep -sided cre eks  and large fallen 
trees  are incorporated into the fenc es  whenever pos sible . 
Households with neighbouring gardens often work at the same 
time (but independently) in order to reduce the amount of fencing 
required to surround the garden area . 
All members  of the household help with fencing but 
most of the heavy work is "  done by men . Straight gre en saplings 
about two inches in diameter are cut into stake s six feet long and 
thrust into the ground in pairs about nine inches apart with two 
feet between pairs .  Logs of up to six inches in diameter are 
then either brought from the garden where they have been 
stacked after clearing, or are cut from the forest . They are 
piled horizontally between the pairs of stakes to a height of four 
to five feet, and the stakes are lashed together with wagesi vine 
to hold the logs in place .  The warm moist climate causes 
fences to decay rapidly but they usually remain effective for 
about a year, by which time all but the latest -maturing garden 
products  have been harvested .  
Hunting, fishing and foraging : Inonda is more for -
tunate than many Orokaiva villages in that it has few people and 
extensive hunting lands . In fact the greater part of the total 
land area is used only for hunting and foraging . During the 
first month of our stay, ten wild pigs were speared or shot - a 
c onsiderable quantity for a village of eight households . In ad -
dition, birds, bandicoots and other game were killed .  One of 
the villagers owns a gun which he makes available to others and 
this has in all probability reduced  the time spent in hunting and 
at the same time increased the product . 
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Snares and traps are set at strategic points to c atch 
wild pigs . A snare c onsists of a wire noose  attached to a sap ­
ling which is fastened under tension to a triggering device .  
Snares  are usually concealed along paths in abandoned gardens . 
The traps are of two types : the pit -trap which is dug two to 
three feet  deep along a path or near a hole in a fenc e and has old 
spear heads and sharpened hardwood stakes "planted ' ' in the 
floor; and the jump -trap which c onsists of hardwood spikes set 
at an angle in the ground with the points facing a low ' ' gate" in 
the fence ,  so  that a pig which j;u.mps the ' ' gate"  impales itself on 
the spikes . 
There is s ome fishing in the local rivers throughout 
the year ,  but most fish are caught during the dry season when 
the rivers are low >and the water is clear,  and s pearing is then 
easy and profitable . The people forage for firewood, wild yams, 
bush c abbage,  honey and other foods . Although thes e  products 
may make an important c ontribution to diet ,  they seem to pro -
vide only a small proportion of the total volume of food c on -
sumed .  
Boundaries :  The external boundarie s  o f  the Inonda 
lands are known in detail where they follow or c ross  the Sam ­
bogo and Girua rivers,  and where they cut the main road . Else ­
where the people recognize only general boundaries which follow 
hill -tops or other natural features .  Within Inonda the Girua and 
Sambogo rivers and their tributary c reeks form the most im -
portant boundaries and each area of land is known by some 
physical feature ,  frequently the name of the adjacent creek. On 
the southern side the land extends back into the mountains in 
some c ases  to include the whole watershed of the cre eks  which 
feed  the Sambogo, and in others to meet the boundaries of the 
Mosou and Tandai ' undi lands . 
E ach  of the lands framed by the creek s  is  divided 
betw een the lineages .  Boundaries are marked by trees ( es  -
pecially hauga and poponda) and other natural featur e s . The 
gardens of different families  and of different individuals  within 
families are marked, sometimes by rows of crotons,  but more 
usually by c ontinuous lines of dead saplings laid end to end be -
tween trees  or stumps . Individual gardens are not named but 
are r eferred to by the name of the person who plants them. 
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Historical background 
The history of the I:q.onda people has been marked by 
frequent shifts of residence. They trace their ' origin ' to an 
area known as Aramba which is located about s even miles to the 
s outh -we st .  In the early years of this c entury, probably about 
1 9 1 0  or earlie r, the Aramba people were attacked  and defeated 
by c ertain Sangara clans . The survivors ,  mostly members of 
the Andiriha clan, fled  in various directions: some went to 
Kakendata. some to Jegarata, $ome to Hanakiro .and others to 
Hohota . The group that finally settled in Inonda, however, fled  
to Wauta (near Doboduru No. 1) where they were  given asylum 
by the Sauhaha clan, and where some of the refugees married 
Sauhaha women . E ach .of the scattered branches of the Andiriha 
clan may now be regarded as a separate  sub -clan . ( 1 ) 
The Tandai ' undi cl<?.n, with whom the Andiriha had 
previously fought against the Mqnagalas , were also driven out by 
Sangara and were living not far from Wauta . About two years 
after the conflict with Sangara the Tandai 'undi people moved 
back inland and established Sambogo village on the banks of the 
Sambogo river . ( 2 )  They were soon j oined  by those members of 
the Andiriha clan who had been staying at Wauta . The Andiriha 
sub -clan acknowledged that the Tandai ' undi held prior rights to 
the land by virtue of previous occupation . 
At the time of their eviction from Aramba the 
Andiriha clan w ere living adjqcent ·to another clan known as 
Jego ' undi . The Jego ' undi als o  fled, and though informants are 
not agreed as to where  they w ent at first,  all confirm that one 
Jego ' undi man joined the Andiriha people at Sambogo . 
There  was s ome dispute betw een the people of the 
Sambogo village and those  at Urio (the next village downstream) 
as to the boundary between their respective lands . The dispute 
was taken by the leader of the Andiriha sub -clan at Sambogo to 
(1) The terms 1clan1 and 'sub-clan' are defined on page s  16-17. 
(2) The Andiriha are shown as living at Sambogo in 1915 - Chinnery and Beaver ,  1915, 
Appendix 3. 
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the Resident Magistrate ,  Mr . Oelrichs( l)  who decided in favour 
of the Sambogo villagers . He is said to have advised  the 
Tandai ' undi and Andiriha people to re -establish themselves in 
separate villages ,  though the reasons for this are no longer 
remembered . The Tandai ' undi clan moved westwards and set 
up the village of Ajoro . Some of the Andiriha e stablished the 
village of Jawahe on its first site and the balance of the Andiriha 
and the Jego ' undi man and his family set up the village oflnonda 
on its first site . We will call this Inonda I .  Some years later, 
when a flood destroyed the village at Jawahe, the inhabitants 
moved the village to its second site adjac ent to Inonda I .  Later 
again, due to a drop in population, the Jawahe people were ab ­
sorbed into Inonda I .  
Inonda and Jawahe were e stablished on the land which 
had previously been disputed between the Sambogo and Urio 
villages. Although the Tandai ' undi had rights superior to those 
of Andiriha in this land, they transferred some at least of their 
rights to the Andiriha in return for traditional valuables ,  pigs 
and two women . Both of the women conc erned were members 
of the Andiriha clan . The J ego ' undi man did not c ontribute 
much to the exchange and his desc endants recognize the ir rights 
as being subordinate to those  of the Andiriha . ( 2 )  The whole of 
the area  acquired will be ref erred to henceforth as the Inonda 
lands . 
A t  the time of the Japanese occupation in 1 94 2  the 
Inonda people left the open plain and withdrew up the Sambogo 
river to a site near that of the former Sambogo village . They 
remained there  for ten months· and returned to Inonda about May 
1 94 3 . 
After  the Mt. Lamington eruption in 1 95 1  the Inonda 
(1) Mr Oelrichs was Resident Magistrate of the area from 1910 to 1913. He had 
earlier served there as an Assistant Resident Magistrate from 1902 to early 1909. 
(2) Some of the Andiriha people in fact claim that the Jego1undi family was absorbed 
by Andiriha and that "we were all one sub-clan1 1 • Later,  however ,  a dispute arose and 
a visiting patrol officer advised them to keep the sub-clans distinct. 
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people w ere shifted  about two miles  eastward to a site adjac ent 
to the wartime Inonda airstrip. People of s everal other 
villages ( including Ajoro, the home of the Tandai ' undi) were also 
resettled in the same area  for safety . We will refer to this as 
Inonda II . During 1952, when the danger of further eruption 
was c onsidere d to be over,  they shifted their village to Inonda 
III which was approximately a mile closer to their planting lands . 
In 195 6 the people who had been temporarily resettled  for safety 
at Inonda moved back to their respective villages .  The local 
people then moved to their present site ,  Inonda IV, which is 
midway betw een their food gardens and their coffee  plots . 
Demographic and social structure 
At the time of our survey, of a total population of 4 5  
living in 8 households , 23 were members of the .Andiriha sub ­
clan and 5 members of the Jego ' undi sub -clan . The remaining 
1 7  belonged to other clans . Of these 17 , 8 were wives of mem -
bers of the Inonda sub -clans and another 7 w ere relatives of 
these  wive s . The remaining 2 were the children of the sister of 
an Andiriha man who had c ome with their mother on a visit . ( 1) 
The number of persons in Inonda households ranged from 3 to 10 
with an average of 5 .  6. There were 4 nuclear,  1 polygamous 
and 3 extended families .  
The term ' clan' will be used to refer to the large 
patrilineal Orokaiva descent groups ,  e ach of which clafms 
desc ent from a c ommon ance stor but c annot trac e  it in fact. 
Each clan has a c ommon name and a c ommon plant emblem or 
erahu . ( 2 )  The clan name (frequently that of the founding anc e s -
(1) Of the 17 persons who were not members of the sub-clans , 4 came from the 
Kongaria clan of Urio village and 7 from the Oremba 1undi and other clans of Hohorita 
village .  This reflects the marriage links with these villages as  six o f  the nine wives 
came from Urio or Hohorita . Marriage links with Urio are said to have been maintained 
for more than two generations , but those with Hohorita began in the last decade . 
(2) Sometimes known as kerahu or heratu. For a detailed description of the nature and 
function of the erahu see Williams, 1925.  The erahu of the Andiriha clan is tigasi ,  any 
plant tied in a particular knot. 
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tor) is suffixe d  by the term ' undi (the desc endants of a particular 
ancestor) or haha (which is Sometime s shortened to ha). ( 1) In 
conversation the Orokaiva often refer to the jawo (name ) and 
speak of members of the one clan as  embo jawo vahai ( people of 
the same name) . Alternatively, one ' s clan is frequently re -
ferred to as one ' s  orope (men' s house ,  as each clan group with ­
in a village occupied  a separate men' s house ) . More common -
ly, however, people used the English word ' clan '  even when 
speaking in the vernacular . 
Clans are usually dispersed  and in the case  of the 
Andiriha separate sub -clans are to be found in at least five vil ­
lages .  We use the term ' sub -clan '  to refer to a local branch of 
a clan ( i .  e .  within a particular village or a cluster of neighbour -
ing hamlets ). Orokaiva people use the terms quoted in the last 
paragraph for sub-clan as well as for clan, and distinguish sub­
clans when necessary by adding the name of the village in which 
they are located .  Clans and sub -clans are not exogamous but 
people express  a clear preferenc e  for marriage outside the clan . 
A sub -clan is usually divided into a number of 
lineage s  each of which has a name and an erahu which is  distinct 
from that of the clan as a whole . ( 2 ) To determine a man ' s 
lineage it is usual to ask the name of his haije ( the ancestor or 
ancestral name from whom he traces ) . Several persons were 
unable to trac e their precise relationship to  other members of 
the same lineage . Genealogies are short and no person c ould 
name any ancestor earlier than those who s ettled in Sambogo 
about fifty years ago; and only a few of those  c ould be named . 
The lineage was said to be strictly exogamous but an instanc e of 
marriage within a lineage was noted . Some lineages are further 
(1 )  These terms refer  to descent groups as  a whole . A n  individual male  uses the suffix 
� and a female .E:_. Thus a man of Jego1undi clan is referred to as Jegopa and a woman 
as Jegoja .  
(2) The plant emblems of  the lineages are as follows: Joremba 1embo lineage , paingo 
emblem; Oiwa'undi lineagei para emblem;  Darafa 1embo lineage , houro emblem; 
Jegotumo lineage , saga emblem; Jego1undi lineage , dipona emblem . These emblems 
are all plants , whereas that of the clan as  a whole is a particular knot , and any leaf, 
vine or grass may be used to form it. 
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divided into sub -lineages .  
There is no unitary leadership of a dispersed  clan .  
The highest level of unitary leadership i s  usually that of the sub ­
clan or of linked c o  -resident sub -clans ( as at Inonda) , though we 
have heard of instance s  elsewhere in the Orokaiva area of 
leaders of senior sub -clans having some authority in respect of 
junior ( i . e .  more  rec ently formed) branches of the same clan 
which are located in separate villages in the vicinity . The 
leader  of a sub -clan is ref erred to as the embo kiti or embo kiti 
jigari (first -born man or first -born leader) , and of a village as 
the embo dombo (big man) . The embo dombo of a village seems 
always to be embo kiti of his own sub -clan within it . The se are 
descriptions of particular statuses and are not formal rank 
titles . 
Leadership of the Andiriha sub -clan was shared  be -
tween three  individuals in a delicate balanc e . They were also 
in practice the leaders  of the village as a whole for the Jego ' undi 
are in a subordinate position . The first of the leaders  was the 
eldest surviving son (by adoption) of the previous sub -clan 
leader . He doe s  not now live in the village,  but about two 
miles away on the Girua resettleme nt scheme . He pays fre -
quent visits  to the village and exercises c onsiderable influenc e ,  
particularly i n  land matters. He speaks of himself as the embo 
dombo of the village and embo kiti of his sub -clan . The second 
was a man descended from Hohota branch of the Andiriha 
clan (which claims exclusive rights to a tract of land there ,  
whereas the Inonda s ection of  the clan does not claim exclusive 
rights to its land) .  He  was a forthright, assertive man and was 
recognized as sub -clan leader for some years during the absence 
of the first man mentioned .  He lived in the village and still 
claimed to be embo dombo and embo kiti (until his death during 
our stay) on the ground that the former leader had ' ' left the 
village" . The third leading citizen is the eldest surviving child 
of the first -born s on of a former sub -clan leader (now deceased) . 
He is at present the elected councillor for Inonda and neighbour -
ing villages in the Higaturu Local Government C ouncil . Being 
a young man he does not claim to be leader of the sub -clan but 
generally defers  to his elders ,  though he often acts  as their 
spokesman . 
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The Jego ' undi ( or Perohaha) sub -clan has only two 
adult males .  They are brothers  and the younger of them is sub­
clan leader . The elder brother has no children and is  a retiring 
personality, but even the younger brother appears to exert 
relatively little influence in village affair s .  
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2 LAND TENURE 
The c onc ept of the tribe as a group of related clans 
exists among some of the Orokaiva people ,  but among the Inonda 
villagers at least it s eems to be only vaguely defined and to have 
little if any relevance to land matters . The Andiriha and 
Jego ' undi sub -clans are referred to in some r eports  as belong ­
ing to the Ihane ' embo tribal group and although Inonda informant s 
recognize some affinity with the other clans in this group, they 
say that the name Ihane ' embo came into use only after European 
contact . 
Land rights were found to be distribute d  at the 
following levels of social segmentation: 
The rights of social units 
The sub -clan :  All land investigated in and around 
Inonda was found to be associated with one or more sub -cl ans .(1) 
It is a c ommon misconc eption on the part of outside observer s 
that any particular piece of land can be associate d  with only one 
such group . This is certainly not the c ase  in the Inonda area 
and from superficial enquiries it appears  that the Inonda case  is 
not unique . 
Where more than one sub -clan claims rights in an 
area the rights of e ach are determined by two factors - the c ir -
cumstance under which the original division of rights took place ;  
and the temporal, demographic and social changes that have 
occurred  since the original division of rights . 
This may be illustrated by the Inonda situation where 
(1) Several atypical instances have been noted wherein rights are held by the clan as  a 
whole rather than by a particular sub-clan. This may be exemplified by the case of the 
Aramba lands which are described on page 23 . 
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rights to the maj ority of the lands are shared by three  sub -clans : 
Tandai ' undi, Andiriha and Jego ' undi. (1) In view of the extent of 
warfare and population movement in the past, it is likely that 
various clans or sub -clans have occupied this land at various 
times( 2 ) , but the passage of time erode s  away the historical 
facts from the memories of the living and what is important to -
day is not the facts themselves s o  much as the traditionally 
accepted version ( or versions) of them . The accounts given to 
us acc ept the Tandai ' undi as the ' original ' rightholders in this 
area, and the Andiriha and Jego ' undi as  having acquire d  c ertain 
rights which are perpetual provided occupation is c ontinued  and 
relations between the sub -clans remain. amicable . The stability 
of residence which resulted from the abolition of warfare has no 
doubt resulted in a longer term identification of particular groups 
of people with particular areas of land, and this identific ation 
can be expected to become increasingly closely defined with the 
passage of time and the increase of population . 
As noted on pages 1 4 -15, the Tandai ' undi transferred 
rights in the Inonda land to the loc al Andiriha sub -clan in return 
for valuable s ,  pigs and women . The precise rights obtained by 
this transfer are not clear for some contingencies which have 
subsequently aris en ( such as c ash cropping) w ere not foreseen 
at that time and other c onditions were tacitly understood in terms 
of indigenous c oncepts of rights to property . The deal un ­
doubtedly gave the Andiriha rights to plant food crops , hunt and 
forage ,  though it s eems likely that they w ere not given rights of 
disposal outside the clan (and probably not outside that particular 
sub -clan which negotiated the deal) . 
Presumably the rights of the Andiriha c an be ex ­
pected to strengthen with the pas sage of time and c ontinued 
occupation, but even though they have now enj oyed nearly two 
(1) It would not be surprising if, in the event of an investigation by the Lands Com ­
mission , Urio people also claimed rights t o  this land ( i. e. i f  they wished t o  challenge 
Mr. Oelrichs9 earlier decision - see page 15) .  
(2) This seems to be general  in the Orokaiva territory according to Williams , 1930:151-60; 
Chinnery and Beaver,  1915 Appendix 2 .  
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generations of undisturbed  occupation and have reinforce d  their 
position by fre quent marriage c onnections and subsequent kinship 
tie s with the Tandai ' undi, they still recognize that some residual 
rights are held by the Tandai ' undi . The extent of these  rights 
cannot be closely defined except in relation to specific situations . 
For instance all parties  seem to be agreed that the Tandai ' undi 
c ould not plant the Inonda land without the approval of the leader 
of the Andiriha sub -clan and in fact they neither plant nor hunt 
there. Likewise ,  it is agreed that if the Andiriha died out their 
rights would revert to the Tandai ' undi . Although there is no 
disagreement about rights of this nature ,  trouble would almost 
c ertainly arise in the event of incidents ( such as c ash s ale of 
land to an outside group}  for which there is no traditional pre -
c edent . 
It is perhaps significant that most of the Inonda 
people have planted their cash crops on the other  side of the 
Girua river on land to which the Tandai ' undi have no claim . 
Moreover, a recent survey by the Lands Department shows 
Inonda as Tandai ' undi land, though the Inonda people c onsider 
this to be an error . ( 1 }  
According to the oral history of the Inonda people , 
they have acquired land rights at various times by disc overy and 
s ettlement of vacant land (at Aramba} , by permissive occupation 
( at Wauta and Sambogo} and by customary transfer ( at Inonda} . 
C onversely they have lost rights by defeat in war ( at Aramba} 
and by voluntary abandonment (at Wauta and Sambogo} . 
The Inonda people have shifted their village at least 
eight times in the cour s e  of the past fifty years and on the first 
three occasions they shifted to c ompletely different are as of 
planting and hunting land . With each shift they have acquired 
some new land rights and lost others . In no c ase have they ac -
quired all rights to the lands they moved onto and in no c ase 
have they lost all rights to the lands they left . 
( 1 )  Map held by National Mapping office entitled,  "Land Tenure in the lhane1embo 
Native District, Orokaiva , Northern District" prepared by W. A. McGrath 7. 4.1959. 
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When they were originally chase d  out of Aramba the 
defeated people fled  but they still claimed residual rights in the 
Aramba land and hoped that their former rights could · be re -
activated at a later date . Had government control not been in -
traduc e d  at that stage they may either have fought and regained 
the land, or have abandoned it to the c onquerors .  In fact ,  al -
though the c onquerors had c ontrol of the land, the question of 
residual rights lay in abeyance until the Mt . Lamington eruption 
in 1 9 5 1  when most of them were killed . Thereafte r, the people 
of Inonda ( along with Andiriha and J ego ' undi people living in other 
villages) began to reassert their dormant residual rights by pay ­
ing periodic visits to the area  to gather wild foods . The Andiriha 
clan have delegated planting and hunting rights to the Havoni ' undi 
and Umburahaha clans which live nearby at Sew a .  ( 1 ) They 
plaim to have made it a c ondition that only subsistenc e  crops be 
planted .  Any attempt to separate  the residual rights of the 
various sub -groups of the Andiriha and Jego ' undi from one 
another ,  and from the rights of conquest of the Sangara tribes ,  
and from the rights of  occupation of  the Havoni ' undi c ould only 
be made on arbitrary criteria . 
During their stay with the Sauhaha clan, the Andiriha 
acquired  gardening rights which they relinquished on their de -
parture . Since then the Andiriha have fre quently acquire d  wives 
from Sauhaha and have thus reinforced  their earlier c onnection 
by these  affinal and maternal links . As the Inonda are a  is short 
of sago, which grows in abundance on Sauhaha land, these  re ­
lationships enable the Inonda people to continue to  make sago on 
Sauhaha land . 
In the c ourse of their residenc e at Sambogo, mem -
bers of the Inonda sub -clans cleared garden sit es  and planted 
sago, c oconut, breadfruit and other trees  from which they still 
collect fruit . The Inonda people claim that as their forefathers 
(1) The Jego0undi lands a t  Aramba are looked after by members of that clan who live 
at Bofu and Sewa. The claims of the Andiriha and Jego1undi to the Aramba area were 
challenged by survivors of the Sangara people shortly after our field survey was com­
pleted. In  recent months all parties have increased their 1 1 acts of  use" in  the area.  
The case is  now before the Native Lands Commission. 
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cleared the virgin forest ,  any of their number c ould return and 
take up residenc e on the site  of their previous village and again 
use their abandoned gardens (which are now covered with second 
growth) .  The area is too far distant to be planted  while living 
at Inonda . On the other hand they recognize the residual rights 
of the Tandai ' undi to the garden land, and the exclusive rights of 
the Tandai ' undi to hunt in the bush and fish in the river .  It is  
apparent that some rights in  the area  are retained by each party, 
but it is probable that the Inonda people c ould not in fact re -
sume residenc e there without further negotiations with the 
Tandai ' undi . 
About twenty years ago a man of the neighbouring 
village of Urio who had no sons of his own (nor any brother s  with 
sons) gave a large block of land named Sesehauta,  which lies 
adjacent to Inonda, to his sister ' s  s ons - the members of the 
Jego ' undi sub -clan of Inonda . In an attempt to avoid future dis ­
pute he held a feast to mark the transfer . At the feast, the 
Jego ' undi gave pigs , taro and traditional valuable s to their 
mother ' s brother and these were distributed  among his clansmen . 
About two years ago the people of Mosou c ame , at the sug ­
gestion of Native Affairs  officers and with the approval of the 
Jego ' undi, and e stablished their village on this land . They did 
not make any pay:n+ent , nor do they propose doing so ,  though 
they do make occ asional informal gifts of betel nut and s ago to 
the Jego ' undi . Although most Mosou people still plant on their 
own lands a mile or two away, several of them plant on the 
J ego ' undi land . The Mo sou people do not hunt on this are a  as 
they have ample other hunting land, but the Andiriha of Inonda 
sometimes do . This  is another case of land rights being shared 
by several clans and sub -clans - the donors who retain r esidual 
rights , the donee s  who hold some current use right s ,  the Mo sou 
people to whom some rights of residence and land use have been 
delegated,  and the Andiriha of Inonda with whom the Jego ' undi 
sometimes share hunting rights and who c onsider that , as the 
dominant sub -clan, they should be c onsulted on que stions of dis ­
posal or transfer of rights to the land . Neither of the two adult 
members of the Jego ' undi in Inonda have sons,  though one has 
daughters . The future rights to the Sesehauta land will pre -
sumably remain in the balance for some time . 
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Other sub -clan rights include those to burial grounds 
and tracks . Once land is s et aside and use d  as a burial ground 
it remains vested in the descent group even afte r  it is no longer 
used for burial . Burial grounds may,  how ever, be a post -
c ontact innovation, for in the pre -contact era  the dead were 
sometimes buried under the house s  in which they had lived .  In 
the c ase  of tracks ,  how ever, the desc ent group which holds the 
surrounding land retains reversionary rights and in the event of 
the tracks being no longer used by the community they revert to 
the relevent descent group . There are two burial grounds at 
present in use in Inonda - one for Christians and the other for 
pagans . There are also old disused burial grounds adjacent to 
the sites of previous villages .  
The lineage :  The Andiriha sub -clan of  Inonda is 
divided into four lineages  but the Jego ' undi sub -clan c onsists of 
a single lineage . After rights  to the Inonda lands had been ac -
quired from the Tandai ' undi it was dec ided that the mountainous 
hunting lands would be held in common by the Inonda people ,  but 
the garden land, the grassland and at least some of the foothills 
were divided among the lineages . Some informants c laim this 
was done almost  immediately by the head of the j oint sub -clans , 
but it seems unlikely that all the lands were divided at this time . 
All agree that some land was allocated at the time of the trans -
fer ,  but some maintain that not all of it was and that identification 
with particular lineages in many c ases  followe d  later clearing . 
While most lands are s aid to have remained with the 
lineage which originally cleared them, some have changed  hands . 
For example ,  when the Andiriha people first c ame to  s ettle in 
Inonda they obtained their  s eeds and planting shoots from the 
Jegotumo (an Andiriha lineage - not to be confuse d  with Jego ' undi 
sub -clan) which w as then living in Hohota . The Jegotumo also  
assisted by providing one of the brides and some of the valuables 
for the payment which w as made to the Tandai ' undi, and thus 
acquired a right to the Inonda lands although they did not actually 
exert their rights at the time . Some years afterwards,  how ever, 
when they felt that they were being subjected to  sorcery in Hohota, 
they c ame ove r  to live in Inonda and w ere  granted rights  to a 
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piece  of land named Ombarahambo (which had previously been held 
by the leading Joremba' embo lineage) . Some of them later re ­
turned to Hohota ,  while others remained in Inonda . ( 1 ) Later 
again, one of the original lineages  (Paru) died  out and its lands 
have been absorbed by the remaining lineages . 
The Jego ' undi sub -clan was allotted land at Kakita ­
suru and Aje rita . In later years a Jego ' undi man cleared a 
piece of virgin bushland at Eumo and it is c onsequently re -
garded as their prerogative to plant that portion . 
The fallowing table showing the lands of each lineage 
in Inonda was c ompiled from incidental data and may w ell c on -
tain minor discrepancies .  It will be noted that the Joremba'  embo 
lineage is divided into two sub -lineages . A sketch map of the 
land is shown on page 1 0  5 . 
(1) The Jegotumo are now divided into two distinct sub-lineages ,  one in Inonda and 
the other in Hohota . While they function as  a single lineage for certain soc ial purposes, 
the Hohota sub-lineage does  not exercise any land rights in Inonda. The Inonda sub­
lineage , on the other hand , continues to use some trees  and gardening land in Hohota . 
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Lineage 
Joremba 1embo: This l ineage is 
not represented in other villages. 
It is to this lineage that the sub­
clan leaders have belonged since 
the village was established. This 
lineage is subdivided into two 
sub-lineages. 
Oiwa 'undi: Another branch of 
this lineage lives at Jegarata. 
Darafa 1embo: Other branches of 
this lineage live at Hanakiro 
and Hohota. 
Jegotumo: Another branch of this 
lineage lives in Kakendetta. 
The Inonda branch fled from 
Aramba direct to Hohota where 
they obtained (and still hold) land 
by conquest from the Ururu people. 
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Originally held by Paru lineage o f  
Andiriha sub-clan. 
G iven by mother's brother. 
The household :  This usually functions as a single 
unit of food production and consumption . In the case  of a poly ­
gamous household, however, each wife plants and c ooks 
separately, and in extended  families  which acc ommodate one or 
more unmarried adults these  usually have individual food gar -
dens though their produce is pooled and c ooked for the whole 
household . 
Land rights exercised by the household as a unit are 
restricted to usufructuary rights for the production of short -
term food crops . This situation is analysed in more detail in 
the following section . 
The individual : The land rights of individuals are 
predominantly a function .of their status in relation to particular 
sub -clans and line ages . From data collected in Inonda we can 
recognize four distinct statuse s :  
( 1 ) Primary membership: This i s  the status of 
persons who were born or adopted into the descent group and 
who are domicile d  within it . Of the eleven adult males in 
Inonda, nine were primary members of either the Andiriha or 
Jego ' undi sub -clans . A marginal c ase not included above is 
that of the ex -leader of the Inonda village who recently shifted 
to take over a farm about two miles away on the Girua re -
settlement scheme . He visits  the village frequently and is still 
treated for most purpose s  as a primary member . 
( 2 )  C ontingent membership : This is the status of 
persons who have been primary members ,  but have subsequently 
left the village ( either at marriage or otherwise) to live else -
where . They do not normally lose all their rights by doing so ,  
though the nature of  their rights changes .  A c ontingent mem ­
ber, it seems,  c an generally regain primary membership by 
returning to reside in the sub -clan ( as fre quently happens with 
widows,  returning migrant workers etc . ) .  We are aware of 
eight c ontingent members of the Inonda sub -clans . Four of 
them are women who are married to men in other villages .  Of 
the four men, one is away at work in Port Moresby, one is living 
in his mother ' s  village and will probably remain there ,  one 
lives on the land of his deceased sister ' s  husband in another 
village and the fourth lives in the village of his mother ' s  new 
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husband and use s  the latter ' s  land . 
( 3 ) Secondary membership : This status is held by 
the children of c ontingent members  of a descent group . Most 
people can claim secondary membership of their mother ' s  
father ' s lineage and clan . The degree to which the rights 
associated  with secondary membership are in fact exercised 
appears to depend on the distance from the mother ' s village and 
the amount of c ontact with her family . ( 1 ) Although no attempt 
was made to compile an exhaustive list of secondary members 
of  Inonda sub -clans,  incidental information was c ollected on 
eight such persons . The children of secondary members of a 
desc ent group may be regarded as distant secondary members 
but , although in exceptional circumstances  a distant secondary 
member may exert land rights in that group this is in fa.et a rare 
occurrenc e . 
( 4 ) Permissive membership : This  is  the status of 
those who reside in a sub -clan or lineage but do not belong to it 
by birth or adoption . They are admitted  under particular cir -
cumstances  and generally only for such time as they observe the 
c onditions appropriate to that admission . Of the eleven adults 
in the village who have only permissive status with the Inonda 
clans , eight are wives of Inonda men, one lives with his mother 
who is now married to an Inonda man and the remaining two are 
a married couple who have two daughters married to Inonda 
men .  
In summary, primary members are linked t o  the 
desc ent group by both descent and residence ,  c ontingent mem ­
bers by descent and previous residenc e ,  sec ondary members by 
descent only and permissive members  by residenc e only . ( 2 )  
There are of c ourse  marginal o r  special cases  in each c ategory, 
but each person in Inonda was found to fall into one , two or 
(1) Most instances cited related to the taking of produce from the land of  the mother's 
father or brother. 
(2) The sub-clan membership status of adults in Inonda was as follows: household 
heads, 7 primary and 1 permissive members; wives ,  9 permissive members; others , 
3 primary (2 men,  1 woman) and 2 contingent female members (the latter v isiting). 
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three c ategories in relation to particular clans,  i. e .  a man 
may be a primary member of an Inonda sub -clan and a sec ondary 
memb er of his mother ' s clan; or a married woman may be a 
c ontingent member of her father ' s c lan, a secondary memb er of 
her mother ' s  c lan and a permissive member of her husband ' s 
clan . E ach c ategory may be sub -divided acc ording to sex, for 
the rights of males in each category are in some respects 
different from those of female s .  Hunting rights ,  for example , 
are never exercised by women though occasionally a husband 
hunts on the land of his wife ' s  sub -clan . Likewise food gardens 
are seldom planted by a married woman on land in which her 
lineage has proprietary rights ;  and men quite often harve st tree 
crops from their mothers ' lands, though women seldom do so . 
The people of the Andiriha and Jego ' undi sub -clans 
of inonda recognize all other members of their respective clans , 
wherever they reside , as kinsmen . Although distant kinsmen 
visit for feasts and c eremonial occasions , only those persons 
who can trace descent from the original Inonda settler s  have any 
proprietary rights in the Inonda lands . It is said that any clans -
man who was evicted from another village would be given 
asylum here and provided with whatever land he needed for sus -
tenance ,  but this has never occurred in fact,  with the exception 
of the Jegotumo who c ame over  from Hohota, though in that case 
they had c ontributed a bride , pigs and valuables  to  the exchange 
at the time of acquisition of the Inonda lands . 
Individuals normally acquire their land rights only 
as a function of their status with respect to particular descent 
groups but such right s are acquired from an individual within the 
descent group rather than from the descent group as a whole . 
As stability of residence strengthens the rights of particular 
descent groups so also  does it lead to the clearer definition of 
the rights of individuals . 
The status of adoptees  varies acc ording to in -
dividual circumstanc e s  as the following examples show . About 
fifty years ago the Andiriha (who were then living at Sambogo ) 
attacked a village of a neighbouring but unrelated Managalas 
tribe . Some of the inhabitants were killed and others  fled . 
Two small boys who were c aptured  were adopted  by an Andiriha 
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man and both are now aged residents of Inonda . Having no 
other source of land rights they became acc epte d  as primary 
(but perhaps les s  privileged) members of their adoptive father ' s 
lineage and sub -clan and were given rights to some of his land . 
These are still held . One of them married an Inonda woman and 
his children have acquired  some rights from their father and 
some from their mother . The other man married a woman 
from the neighbouring Urio village . He has no children and 
lives with his only adopted daughter ' s  family . He is  old and 
senile and c annot leave the house . When all the lands of the 
village had been covered by our survey, none had been mentioned 
as belonging to him . When the matter was queried it was ex ­
plained that technically he had rights in the lands of his lineage 
of adoption, but that as an aged  dependant without issue, these  
rights would lapse  on his death . In  practice they had already 
lapse d .  
Two illegitimate children have been adopte d  by the 
father of their respective  mothers (who were sister s ) . They 
will ac quire land rights from him in the same way as if they 
were his own children . (His only born son is at present teach ­
ing in New Britain) . In one case ,  however, the mother ' s present 
husband has als o  offered to make land available to the boy when 
he grows up. In the early stages at least he would acquire only 
permissive rights to this land . 
In the event of the death of a local man who has 
young children, the children will nee d  adoption in so far as 
foster care is c oncerned, but not necessarily in so far as land 
rights are c oncerne d .  A current example is that of the death of 
the only resident adult member of the Oiwa ' undi lineage . A 
man of Jegotumo lineage took in the dec eased '  s wife and " adopt ­
ed' ' his children, but it is understood that they will inherit their 
land rights from their father, though in the event of need  they 
could get land from their adoptive father .  The adoptive father 
at present acts as ' trustee '  for their lands . 
A marginal c ase is that of a young unmarried man of 
a distant tribe whose mother recently remarried to an Inonda 
widower who has no children .  The young man lives and plants 
with the c ouple . His mother ' s new husband speaks of him as 
his adopted  son and says that if he remains in the village he will 
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inherit rights to some of his adoptive father ' s land, but most of 
the land will pass to the adoptive father ' s brother ' s  children . If 
the adoptee does not remain in the village he will ac quire no 
rights . The other children of the new wife remained in their 
home village with their father ' s kin . They will ac quire no 
rights in Inonda . 
In fact the fathers of over half of the Inonda men 
seem to have die d  before the children reached maturity . Most 
men, therefore, have been in an adoptive relationship, though in 
varying degrees ,  and one man had three adoptive fathers in 
succession . If land is readily available adoptees  most fre -
quently inherit from their own fathers ,  but if this is not c on ­
venient ,  rights c an b e  acquire d  from the adoptive father . 
There is usually no c eremony to mark adoption but 
it is of interest to note that the status of adoptees  ( and others 
whose  status within a descent group is vague or marginal) is to  
some extent fixed by the government census . This is no doubt 
unintentional on the part of the c ensus -takers ,  but w e  have fre -
quently heard  people s ay that a certain person should get his 
rights from a particular man because the patrol office r  recorde d  
them together  in the village book;  or in a particular village b e  -
c ause  his name appears in the register of that village . 
Rights in relation to c ategories of land 
House -sites :  The various house -sites  in Inonda 
were allotted  by informal discussion at the time the village was 
set up . At first the Andiriha built their houses  on the northern 
side and the J ego ' undi on the s outhern side of the village square 
but the Andiriha have subsequently expanded to  the western and 
southern side s .  The eastern side i s  occupied by the government 
rest house . Where two brothers  live in separate  households , 
their houses  are adjacent ,  as are those  of fathers  and s ons . 
House -sites of members of the same lineage are c ontiguous ex -
c ept in the c ase of a r ec ently married man who had to build on 
another site within the village because the area occupie d  by his 
lineage was full . 
There do not seem to be any specific boundaries be ­
tween house s ,  and rights to any particular house -s ite are said to 
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available to any villager if anothe r  abandons them and does 
.1..1..1. t,..., .1..1.. u. to rebuild on that people c an, 
point out the sites  of the houses of particular individuals in 
former village s  and some cases these  are marked by coconut 
or other trees . It appears likely that the ideal Orokaiva pat -
tern was to occupy a s eries of village sites in turn ( following 
rotation of garden s ites )  the Inonda people have not 
settled long enough in one area  for the rotation to become es ­
tablished .  people today claim that individuals and lineages 
retain rights in economic trees growing on former village sites 
but that rights to house -sites themselves have  lapse d .  
Garden land : There i s  c onsiderable flexibility in the 
relationship between the planting of food gardens and the holding 
of rights to land . Of the 5 5  gardens (covering 27 . 1 acres )  
which were surveyed, only 20  (covering 9 .  8 acres )  have been 
planted on land held by the lineage of which the planter is a pri ­
mary member . Twenty �eight gardens have been plante d  on land 
which the planter belongs to a different lineage within the 
same sub -clan or  village . Three  gardens have been planted on 
land held by another lineage of the s ame clan but in a neighbour -
ing village ,  and the remaining four have been planted by a man 
who has no hereditary rights in Inonda lands but whose  daughters 
have married into the village ,  one into the leading lineage . De­
tails are shown in Table 3 .  Permission to plant is  granted on a 
reciproc al basis and where the planter does not belong to the 
rightholdirtg lineage,  it is tacitly understood that when the main 
block of gardens moves  to his lineage ' s  land, he will permit 
other members of the sub -clan or village to plant gardens there 
if  they wish . 
Two of the five gardens which have been planted on 
land outside the Inonda limits are on the land of the Andiriha sub -
clan in Hohota village . The planter  of both was a born mem -
ber of an Andiriha lineage which is represented in both Hohota 
and Inonda . He shifted  to Inonda many years ago and j oined the 
Inonda branch of his lineage . It appears that the gardens have 
been made in order  to  maintain or emphasize his c laims to the 
land . His adopted  son, who belongs to a different lineage ,  has 
also  cleared a patch of s econd growth in order to make a food 
garden on this land . Two other gardens ( one a feast garden) 
have been planted  on Andiriha land at Hohota by the man who has 
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Table 3 
Rights to food garden land 
Nature of planter ' s right No . of Area of 
in his garden land gardens gardens 
1 .  Planter is a primary member of 
the rightholding lineage 20 9 . 8 
2 .  Member of a different lineage 
but within the same sub -clan 1 8  8 . 3 
3 .  Member of a different lineage 
and sub -clan within the same 
village 1 0  3 . 7 
4 .  Member of a different lineage 
but within the same clan 
(though in another village -
Hohota) 3 1 .  6 
5 .  Permissive rights only 
(belongs to a clan which is not 
represented  here , but lives  in 
Inonda village) 2 1 .  1 
6 .  Permissive rights only (as  for 
5 ,  but gardens located in 
another village - Hohota) 2 2 . 6 
Total 5 5  2 7 . 1 
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only permissive rights at Inonda or any nearby plac e . He has 
been living at Inonda for some years on a temporary basis and 
is dependent for gardening land on his relatives by marriage at 
Inonda . He has also  been loaned two piec e s  of gardening land at 
Hohota, where he used to conduct a church school, and is 
obliged to acc ept whatever land is made available to him . One 
of his gardens in Hohota is planted on land held by his mother ' s  
sister ' s  husband ' s  brother ' s  s on, and the other on the land of a 
senior deacon of the Hohota church . 
Two other gardens with rec ognizable boundaries 
have been made amongst the main block of gardens . One was 
made in 1 9 6 0  by an Inonda man who has since died,  and the 
other by a man of the J egotumo lineage ( of the Andiriha clan) 
who was born in Inonda but now lives in Hohota village . The 
sub -lineage to which he belongs ha� rights to at least two areas 
of Inonda land . It was presumably to affirm his rights that he 
made a garden on one of these  lands ,  for he doe s  most of his 
gardening in Hohota, where his lineage has ample land . Inonda 
folk say that his rights  in the Inonda land will ' live ' while he or 
his son work the land and ' visit '  the village ( i . e .  take  part in 
appropriate village activitie s  such a s  church c elebrations , taro 
festivals ,  weddings and funerals ) . If he did not work the land, 
they say, then his sons (who are still small children) would not 
be entitled  to make use of it . 
Informants claime d that a man in nee d  has the right 
to make gardens on the land of the mother ' s brother  though this 
is exercised only if it is within walking distanc e of the planter ' s  
village . The only instance noted was that of a man who began 
preparing a new garden on his mother ' s brother ' s land at Urio 
just afte r  our survey was c ompleted . 
Hunting and foraging rights : Any primary member 
of the Andiriha and Jego ' undi sub -clans in Inonda can hunt or 
forage on any portion of the Inonda land which is covered with 
virgin bush, kunai grass ,  or second growth . Likewise any 
villager may tak e  such timber or firewood as he needs from the 
virgin bush, and although it is said that one may also take these  
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things from any area  of second growth it appeare d  from our ob -
servations that people seldom took wood from second growth land 
other than areas which they themselves had previously planted . 
Permissive memb ers  of the sub -clans exercise  the same hunt -
ing and foraging rights as primary members . 
C ontingent members of the Inonda sub -clans ( or their 
husbands in the case of women) , are entitled to hunt on Inonda 
lands , though they are expected to notify the villagers before 
doing so . C ontingent members of the sub -clans do not in fact 
come to forage . During our stay one c ontingent member of the 
Andiriha sub -clan and the husband of another c ame to hunt on 
s everal occ asions . Both live in villages within two hours walk 
of Inonda . It is s aid that those from further away rarely c ome, 
and then only to ac quire me at for an important feast . 
On rare occ asions , when they have inadequate me at 
for a forthcoming feast which involves the whole clan, c lansmen 
from other village s  c ome to Inonda and make a formal request 
for permis sion to hunt there . They remain for several days and 
hunt with the help of the loc al people ,  smoke the meat and then 
return home . The Inonda people are then invite d  to partake of 
the feast in the village which is holding the c elebration, and will 
be given gifts of garden produc e on their departure . 
Only thre e  Inonda men exercise hunting rights out -
side Inonda land . The first two are the members of the Jego ' undi 
sub -clan . They were given hunting rights to a piece  of land 
which abuts the Inonda land to the south -east by their mother ' s  
brother shortly before his death . He lived in the adjacent 
village of Urio and had no children of his own . The other Inonda 
man with hunting rights outside the lands of the sub -clans is the 
councillor . He is  the eldest surviving child of the previous sub ­
clan leader ,  and it also  may be significant that he has attained a 
higher standard of educ at ion then any other member of the sub -
clan . He was given hunting rights to a portion of land which 
abuts the Inonda lands to the south -we st ,  by his mother ' s father 
who was also  the man who gave him his name . The donor was 
an elder of the Tandai ' undi clan of Ajoro village and made the 
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transfer at a feast shortly after  the grandson finished his s chool ­
ing . Along with the rights he was given the obligation to look 
after the land and ensure that nobody else uses  it . In fact,  he 
informs us, the only person whom he permits to hunt there is 
his adoptive father .  
All Inonda people, along with all members of the 
Andiriha and Jego 1 undi clans who live elsewhere ,  c laim the 
right to hunt on the 1 ance stral ' land at Aramba . This right is 
in fact seldom exercis e d, though the Inonda people say that they 
have paid ·vis its  to Aramba on several occ asfons in recent years 
to c ollect fruits and nuts ,  and have done a little hunting and 
foraging during their stay . 
During the dry s eason hunting drives are s ometime s 
held on the Inonda grasslands which are burned off for the 
purpose . As a c onsiderable number of people are nee ded to 
undertake such a drive,  neighbouring villages are invited  to par ­
ticipate in the hunt . 
Fishing right s :  For the purpose  of fishing rights ,  
the Girua river is divided into sections , each of which is  
associated with a particular local group . Rights to  the section 
running downstream from a point near the Inonda air strip are 
held by the people of Doboduru village . From Inonda airstrip 
upstream to a point near the new Girua bridge , rights are held 
by the Inonda people . Upstream from the new Girua bridge as 
far as Hombere creek, rights are held by the War au ' undi clan 
and thereafter  sections are held ·  by the Ajoro, Sewa  and Bofu 
people respectively . The boundary of each section of the river 
is also the boundary of the surrounding land . 
The Inonda portion of the river is held jointly by the 
Andiriha anp Jego' undi s·ub -clans and any primary member of 
either sub -clan may fish there . Men who are s econdary or 
c ontingent members of the · Inonda sub -clans , and the husbands 
of women who are contingent members ,  have a limited  right to 
fish in the Girua river ,  for while they c annot fish there without 
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permission, custom does not permit of permission being withheld 
unless the circumstance s  are exceptional . On two occasions 
during our stay the river was fished by men married to 
Andiriha women, and once by a c ontingent member of the 
Andiriha sub -clan who lives at Hohota . No payment is  made for 
this privilege ,  not is any part of the c atch given to the host 
village . 
On rare occ asions Andiriha people from distant 
villages have been given the right to fish in the Girua river to 
obtain food to garnish a forthcoming feast . The proce dure is 
similar to that outlined for hunting under the s ame circum ­
stances . Adj acent to the Inonda land on the north side of the 
Girua river is a government resettlement scheme . The settlers ,  
most of whom are strangers to the area, sometime s fish in the 
river after  obtaining permission from the Inonda elders . No 
direct payment is made but there are indications of other forms 
of reciprocity between the settlers and the village . 
Rights to that part of the Sambogo river which flows 
through Inonda are not held jointly by the sub -clans . There are 
five divisions in the river ,  each of which is held by one or other 
of the lineages . One particular pool is held by an individual, 
the sole surviving child of the man who is said to have acquire d  
rights  t o  it by clearing the adjac ent virgin bush and gardening 
there . Since the Paru lineage died  out the rights to their part 
of the river have been taken over by the Joremba ' embo . Men 
often fish alone, but frequently take othe.r villagers  (not 
nece ssarily of the same lineage )  to fish with them . When a fish 
drive is held during the dry seas on all the villagers  fish 
together .  
The rights of secondary and c ontingent members in 
the Sambogo river are held only in relation to that particular 
part of it which is  associate d  with the lineage to which they trace 
their relationship . One permissive member of the Andiriha 
sub -clan is allowe d  to fish in either of the place s  where his 
daughters ' husbands have rights . Small groups of women some -
times fish in place s  where their husbands ' lineages hold rights . 
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Only thre e  Inonda men exercise fishing rights out -
side Inonda . The first two are members of the Jego ' undi sub ­
clan who were given rights to fish in the Sambogo river from Ere 
creek to Mos ou village by their mother ' s brother along with the 
hunting rights already described.  , The part of the river c on -
cerned is  adjacent to the part held by the Andiriha sub -clan . As 
Mo sou village is situated close  to the J ego ' undi portion of  the 
river, some Mo sou men who have distant kinship c onnections 
with the Jego' undi are permitted to fish there . All parties  
c onfirm that no  payment is made for this privilege but w e  have 
observed that the Mosou people make gifts of betel nut and sago 
to the Jego ' undi . The Inonda c ouncillor was given exclusive 
rights to fish part of the Sambogo river ( adjacent to the Andiriha 
part but at the other end from that held by the Jego ' undi) along 
with hunting rights to the surrounding lands . 
C ash c rops : Only small areas of land are being 
used for cash cropping ( see  map page 1 0 9 ) . In 1 9 5 5  three 
households planted a total of 801  tree s  on 1 .  85  acres of  land 
situated near the Girua river on Hohota lands and these  trees  
are now in production . They are  planted  on land to which the 
planters previously held only permissive rights of occupancy, 
although since 1 96 1  these  rights have been strengthened by 
registration under the Higaturu Local Government C ouncil land 
registration scheme (which is explained in Appendix A ) . The 
problems associate d  with this land are discussed  on pages 7 2 -7 5 . 
In 1 9 6 1  another  man planted  0 .  4 1  acres  of cocoa on Inonda land 
in which anothe r  lineage has prior rights ,  but this will not pro -
duc e for some years yet . A fifth man has staked out 0 .  6 acres 
of  land at  Inonda which belongs to a lineage other than his  own, 
but bec ause of the resultant dispute he will probably not plant 
c offee on it as originally intended (for details see  page 7 5 ) . 
The small amount of c offee  produce d  is s old in the 
parchment stage . If it is assumed that each tree will produc e 
half a pound of parchment c offee annually then total production 
for the village will be approximately 4 0 0  lbs . The income from 
this ,  if parchment c offee  is sold at 1 I - per pound, would be only 
£ 2 0 . 0 .  0 per year for the whole village .  Details of production 
during the past three  years are shown in Table 4 .  
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Household 
Year 
1 96 0  








1 9 6 2  1 






Inonda c offee production< 1 ) 
Weight ( lbs . 
parchment 
c offee) Price lb . 
2 4 2  1 / 2 and 1 / 3  
6 1  < 2 >  
1 03 ( 3 ) 
4 0 6  
2 4 6  












I f  
V alue 
£ 14 . 1 3 .  4 
3 . 14. 4 
6 .  3 . 1 1  
24. 1 1 . 7 
1 2 .  6 .  0 
3 . 1 6 . 0 
1 .  4 .  0 
1 7 . 6 .  0 
6 . 0. 0 
3 .  0 .  0 
4 .  0 .  0 
£ 1 3 . 0 .  0 
(1) Details of sales were obtained from receipts issued to producers by the Orokaiva 
Coffee Growers Society (for sales in 1962) and by the Department of Agriculture (for 
sales in 1960-1) .  Information for 1960 and 1961 is probably complete (except for sales 
from household 4 for 1961) . Figures for 1962 include producers' e stimates of the value 
of coffee they harvested during the first e ight months of the year. 
(2) Part of this coffee was sold by the brother of the head of household 3.  
(3)  Part of this coffee was sold by the step-father of the head of household 4. 
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Alienate d  land 
The only alienated land in the .Inonda area is a 
mission lease of five ac res close to the village . It was pur ­
chased  by the government for the sum of £ 5 and leased to the 
Anglican Mission for a school site . ( 1 ) The purchase money 
was paid to the then head of the Andiriha sub -clan but it is said 
that he received it in his capacity as  leader of the lineage which 
had occupied this land (or as successor to the head of the extinct 
Paru lineage) . The money was not shared .  The main 
Popondetta -Oro B ay Road runs through Inonda, but the actual 
purchase of the land by the Crown has not yet been c omplete d .  
Transmis siOn ·" of land rights 
Examples  have been give'n of the transfer of land 
rights between clans (pages  14 - 1 6 ,  2 1 -23 )  and .of the succession 
to rights of a lineage which died  out ( page 2 6 ) . Within the line ­
age the ideal pattern of inheritance of land rights by individuals 
is patrilineal . The sons often hold rights j ointly, though in 
some instance s  the lands have been divided between sons . As 
the number of resident adult males in any· lineage doe s  not seem 
to have exceede d  three  either in the present or the remembered 
past, joint rightholding has not occasioned  undue difficulty . Al­
though it is customary for the rightholder who.  is senior by birth 
to act as spoke sman for the rightholding group, he does not 
appear to hold any superior rights to his c o  -parc eners . While 
the patrilineal pattern predominate s  it is modified  by factors of 
residenc e ,  family size,  adoption, availability of land, and 
matrilateral and affinal c onnections . 
The people traced  the inheritanc e of proprietary 
rights to twenty-two out of thirty -seven blocks of land by direct 
patrilineal descent from five initial rightholders . It is appre -
ciated  that deviant relationships (adoptions , illegitimacies ,  
refugees ,  etc . ) are often forgotten, particularly in e arlier 
generations,  and memory assimilates  the realities to the ideal 
pattern .  It is the refore possible that inheritanc e was not so 
direct in fact . 
( 1 )  I t  i s  not a t  present in use as  the school was shifted several years ago t o  Hohota . 
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In five blocks rights were obtained by a man by 
adoption from two previous rightholders neither of whom had any 
surviving male children, and each of whom adopted this man in 
turn during his childhood . The two men belonged to different 
lineages . Anothe r  six blocks belonged to the Paru lineage 'Wh1ch 
died  out due to an absence of male heirs . The rights in five of 
these lands fell to a female member of the lineage and from her 
to a relative in a neighbouring village ( the prec ise relationship 
is not known) . His descendants transferred the rights back to a 
relative of theirs in the Jego ' undi sub -clan of Inonda . It appears 
that individual rights are not retained for long if the holder is 
permanently resident elsewhere . Rights to the sixth block of 
Paru lineage land passed  through a Paru female to her son in 
the Joremba' embo lineage of his father .  It will be note d  that 
Inonda lands have changed from one lineage to another firstly by 
adoption of a member of another  lineage and secondly by trans -
mission to the s on of a female of the donor lineage. Such in ­
stance s  only occurred when there were no resident males in the 
direct line . 
When a male is born to a current rightholder the 
child immediately become s  a potential j oint rightholder in his 
father ' s  land . His rights c rystallize  when he plants his first 
garden, usually at the time of his marriage . People c laim that 
the first -born child has no rights superior to those of any other , 
but in the case  of j oint rightholding at least, he is recognized as 
senior, and as the spokesman and trustee in negotiations involv -
ing other groups . There were insufficient instanc e s  of brothers 
holding gardening land j ointly to ascertain the precise nature of 
the elder brother ' s rights of c ontrol . 
The enforcement of rights 
In pre -contact time s rights could be enforce d  by re ­
c ourse  to negotiation or arbitration by elders  within the village, 
by direct aggre ssion or by recourse to sorcery .  Today direct 
aggression is illegal , and though it still occasionally occur s  be -
tween individuals or small groups ,  it is no longer a very im ­
portant deterrent . Sorc ery is still widespread and the fear of 
it appears to be an effective deterrent to encroachment on the 
rights of the strong, though not necessarily on those  of persons 
whose status is low . In the event of encroachment by another 
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villager it is s aid that the aggrieved party will place his erahu 
on the path leading to the land c oncerned as a warning to the 
off ender . If he doe s  not take hee d  the aggrieved will have re -
course  to s orcery or physical violenc e ,  or he may (les s  
commonly) bring it before  the assemble d  men o f  the village . If 
all are ag�ee d  on a course  of action but the offender  refuses to 
comply, he may be evicted . Two men of the subordinate sub -
clan were threatened with eviction for alleged theft of produc e 
shortly before our arrival . No further thefts occurred .  
At present the only body with effective power to 
s ettle dispute s  is the Department of Native Affairs to which the 
people frequ·ently have recourse .  Just prior to our arrival one 
man had reported another villager for animal trespass  and 
damage to his crops . The matter was settled by an informal 
payment of damages arranged in the presenc e  of a member of 
the official pat rol staff . 
Current problems in relation to the enforcement of 
rights are discussed on pages 7 6 - 7 7 .  
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CHAPTER 3 - OTHER PROPERTY 
Housing 
All materials for building the Inonda village were 
acquired from land and trees  in which
, 
the people hold rights of 
one form or another .  ( 1 ) The framework is usually made of 
wange saplings and the floor of black palm . Sago thatch is  use d  
for the roof and split sago midribs for the walls . Saplings for 
the framework may be obtained from any virgin bush or second 
growth though most people said they used s aplings which they 
had cut during the course  of c learing new gardens . 
Sago for the roof and walls must be ac quire d  from 
one ' s  own trees unless they are inadequate ,  in which case  it is 
necessary to negotiate with someone who has a surplus . Of the 
eight house s  in the village , sago for three of them was obtained 
e.·· 
from trees  belonging to the household hep.d and for thre e  others 
from tree s  belonging to the father of the household head . One, 
who has only permissive status in the village , obtained sago 
from his daughter ' s husband ' s father ' s trees .  The last man has 
insufficient trees  and obtained thatch from tree s  on his mother ' s  
c lan ' s land in a neighbouring village . 
Tools and e quipment 
V ery few agricultural implements are used . E ach 
adult male has an axe for felling bush and every man and woman 
has a bush knife which is  used in weeding, clearing and harvest ­
ing . Planting is done with a digging stick . There are no other 
gardening implements in regular use . 
The axes and knives were bought from local trade 
stores and though actual price s  paid are not known, current re -
( 1 )  With the exception of a few sheets of iron used for ridging and eaves which were 
collected from ex-army dumps. 
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placement c ost is 1 9 / 6  for an axe and 1 2 / 6  for a bush knife , or 
a total of approximately £ 2 .  1 0 . 0 per family . 
Most men own a shovel or two and three  men have 
picks , but thes e  were all collected from an abandoned army 
dump . They are used  mainly for digging house post s and 
drains , though some use shovels to plant swe et potatoes .  Most 
households have a gras s -cutting knife for cutting grass around 
the houses and along the roads and a few men have some basic 
carpentry tools . ( 1 ) 
Every man has one or more hunting spears which he 
has either made himself or inherited from a real or classifica -
tory father .  They are simple weapons and are said to take not 
more  than a day to make . The councillor owns a gun which he 
purchased for £ 2 9 . 0 .  0 .  
Livestock 
Domestic pigs and fowls are kept in s mall numbers . 
They are said to be owned by men, c ared for by women, and 
eaten by all . They are killed only for feasts . Six householders 
have one pig each, one has three and one has seven . Only four 
households have fowls - one has twenty -four ,  one has two and 
two have one each . Eight of the pigs were bred by the owners ,  
one was  purchased  for · £ 1 cash, one was given by a man ' s 
former work -mate and six were given as piglets by relatives .  
Twenty -four of the fowls were obtained by barter,  one by c ash 
purchase , two by gift from a former work -mate and one by gift 
at marriage from a relative . 
The only other dome sticate d  animal is the dog, of 
which there are three in the village . Though only two men have 
dogs,  they are used quite frequently for hunting . 
Owing to the c onstant pre ssure · on owners to make 
(1) The total agricultural and other tools in the village are as  follows: 1 0  shovels, 
11 axes, 18  bush knives, 9 grass knives, 3 picks , 1 hoe , 7 hammers , 4 saws, 1 pinch bar, 
3 chisels , 1 adze and an assortment of hunting spears. Total current replacement value 
is £55 . 5. 0.  
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pigs and fowls available for feasts ,  there is no opportunity for 
the numbers of livestock to multiply, . and demand always outruns 
the supply . Nor c an the demand be met from neighbouring 
villages for they are beset with the same problem . Some 
European planter s  breed  pigs for the loc al market and have no 
difficulty in obtaining £ 1 0  to £ 1 5  for pigs of moderate  size to be  
killed for feasts . I f  the problem of the current customary 
obligation to make one ' s  livestock .available for feasting c ould be 
overcome ,  pig and poultry breeding for local c onsumption and 
local marketing would appear to be a fruitful source of c ash in­
c ome as well as of protein good . 
Economic trees 
The most important trees  in the Inonda subsistenc e  
economy are sago, c oconut, betel nut , hauga nut ,  breadfruit , and 
pandanus . Sago is use d  for food as well as c onstruction, while 
the others are used for food only . Information on economic 
trees  was gathered by interview only and, except in instance s  
where w e  were able t o  check during the c ours e  of other work ,  
they w ere not c ounted on  the ground . Economic tree s  are 
usually planted on land held by the lineage of the planter,  but as 
rights to them are sometimes transferred by gift and inheritance 
between individuals of different lineages ,  sub -clans and clans , 
many persons hold rights to trees on land held by descent groups 
other than their own .  Apart from a right of acc e s s ,  rights in 
trees  do not entitle the holder to any rights in the surrounding 
land . 
In addition to the rights of those born in Inonda, s ome 
wives claim rights to use economic trees  in their home villages . 
They do not claim exclusive rights  to specific trees .; ( 1 ) but 
rather the right to harvest some produc e from trees held by 
their fathers or brothers .  This right is usually exercised  only 
in the event of a shortage of food from the husband ' s land, or if 
the wife is on a visit home . During our stay we observed two 
persons exercising such rights - one to make sago about three 
(1) With the exception of one woman who had been allocated specific coconut trees  by 
her father. 
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miles away and another to collect betel nut about fifteen miles 
away . ( 1 ) 
The rights of females who marry outside the village 
vary acc ording to distanc e ,  frequency of contact .with the home 
village and adequacy of supplies  of that tree in the locality 
where they reside . It is said that a widow c an return to her 
village of origin and resume rights which had been exercised by 
her brothers sinc e her absenc e . We found no instance s  of fe -
males who live in or originate from this village having exclusive 
rights to any · tree ,  either in this village or any other ,  though 
instance s  do occur of trees  being given by a woman ' s brother or 
father to her children . 
Unlike in other  parts of the Orokaiva c ountry sago 
doe s  not grow wild in Inonda though some wild sago is c ollected 
by Inonda people from other lands in which they hold rights . 
Sago is eaten mainly in the latter part of the dry season when 
other foods are short ,  or at other times when large quantities of 
food are needed for funerary or other feasts . What people ref er 
to as ' a  tree 1 is fre quently a c lump of trees  in various stages of 
growth, but all of which have originated from a single plant . 
A total of 2 1  sago trees  was accounted  for on 
Inonda lands , but the bulk of sago supplies is obtained from 
outside the are a . Four Inonda people claimed five trees  at 
Sambogo, where their forefathers had lived before shifting to 
Inonda . All Inonda people claim rights to wild s ago growing at 
Aramba, the " original" home of the Andiriha and Jego ' undi 
clans , and some of them have made sago there in recent years . 
The Inonda people c laim the right, along with other branches of 
their clans,  to use  whatever trees  they need . P eople from this 
village also make s ago from wild trees  bordering the Embi 
(1) S ago is difficult to prepare and heavy to carry and is usually obtained from the 
closest possible source , even if this means making arrangements with persons to whom 
one is not closely related. Betel nut, on the other hand, is light , and it is easier to go 
a longer distance and obtain it from some close relative than it is to get it closer if that 
would necessitate contracting obligations with more distant kin. 
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Lakes ;  those  who are related to the Sauhaha people use tree s  on 
the Sauhaha land, and those  who are related to the Tandai ' undi 
use tree s  on their land . Three Inonda men claim rights in six 
sago trees  in their mothers ' villages .  
Although informants usually ref er to trees as being 
individually owned, in fact  they are more often owned by siblings 
( or half -siblings of the same fath�r) and merely ref erred to in 
the name of the eldest male sibling . Thus all but three sago 
trees  in Inonda were owned by more than one person . More -
over, it is apparent that the Inonda people recognize implied 
qualifications to these  rights . The resident adult children of 
the ' owners ' are regarded as having the s ame rights of use  (but 
not of c ontrol or disposal) as their fathers .  Qualifications are 
particularly noticeable in the case of sago and a man who is not 
using a sago . tree c an scarcely refuse it to a resident c ousin or 
even an unrelated  neighbour who requires it . As a sago tree 
takes about fourteen years to mature ,  it is not unusual for a man 
not to have one r eady when he needs it . Also ,  as a large quan ­
tity of food is obtained from each tree ,  it is  c ommon for 
villagers who are not closely related to exploit jointly a tree 
which belong s  to one of them.  During our stay two sago trees 
were harvested . One group of four men (who belonged to three 
separate lineages of the same clan, but one of  whom lived in 
Hohota) harvested a tree belonging to one of the m .  Another 
man harvested a tree which belonged to his wife ' s  family and 
was growing in the neighbouring village of Urio . 
The village people c laimed 1 04 coconut tree s  in 
Inonda and s aid that ( excluding children absent at school) only 
two non -residents owned coconut trees  there . Both were con ­
tingent members of the Inonda sub -clans . One Inonda man has 
4 trees on his father ' s lineage land in Hohota,  and two others  
claimed a total of 1 5  trees  in  the villages of  their respective 
mothers . Two others claimed that they had rights to tree s  in 
their mothers ' villages though they had not exercised the rights 
and were not sure how many trees were involved . 
Betel nut does  not grow well in Inonda and there are 
no bearing trees in the area . One man still use s  thre e  trees 
which he planted  on the land of  a neighbouring tribe  in the 
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mountain area while taking refuge there during the war . Two 
other s  have been allocated  specific trees  in their mothers ' 
villages . One obtains supplies  from his wife ' s  village , but most 
Inonda people must obtain their betel nut by barter or purchase 
from villages further inland . 
Only two households own hauga nut trees in Inonda 
(a total of 8 tre e s ) . One man has two trees  on his lineage land 
in Hohota village ,  one has four trees  in his mother ' s  village and 
there are some hauga trees  in Aramba which Inonda people 
harvest on visits there . 
B readfruit are relatively plentiful, 5 2  trees  being 
noted, not including 2 at Ajoro which are owne d  by one Inonda 
man, and 2 at Hohota by another .  Some 3 7  pa:ndanus trees  
were  recorded in  addition to one each a t  Hohota and Aramba . 
We found no instance s  of pandanus trees  being owned by non ­
resident s  other than men who were c ontingent memb ers of the 
Inonda sub -clans . On the other hand several breadfruit were 
owned by the children of women who originated from Inonda but 
had married elsewhere . 
Non -monetary valuables  
The Inonda people recognize two c ategories of  non ­
monetary valuable s ;  firstly hambo which are ornaments  made of 
sea  shells , pigs ' tusks ,  dogs '  teeth etc . , and s econdly di which 
are c eremonial head -dresses  made of feathers . Rambo and di 
are exchange d  at certain c eremonies  and sometime s given in 
recognition of a service rendered or as a token of apology . 
They can also  be acquired by barter ,  and there is still some 
trade in shell ornaments  from the coast and in feather s  for head -
dresses  from the mountains . In recent years ,  how ever, 
valuable s  have frequently b een ac quired by cash purchase .  
It is difficult to value hambo and di in terms of cash 
and what ever formula one adopts has its inadequacies . It is 
nevertheles s  important that some attempt be made to e quate 
them, for valuable s  and cash are in some circumstances  
acc eptable substitutes  for one another ( especially in meeting 
traditional social  obligations ) and the acquisition of the one is to 
some extent in c ompetition with the acquisition of the other . 
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S everal villagers were asked s eparately to rank each kind of 
hambo and di in descending order of value . There was agree ­
ment as to the ordinal value of most items and the few discre -
pancies were eliminated by discussion with the elders . 
We took a li;3t of hambo and di from each household 
head and details of the person from whom he had acquired each 
item, his relationship to that person, and the reason for the 
acquisition (whether as bride-price or by barter,  c ash purchase 
or otherwise ) . C ash value s for e ach type of di  and hambo were 
assessed on the basis of  average prices  realized  in known sales 
and purchase s . Where the people could not recall an instanc e of 
the sale or purchase of a particular item, its value was es -
timated from its position on the scale of relative values  given to 
us by the loc al people . Hambo were valued from £ 3 for daremo 
(though occasionally extra large ones sell for up to £ 2 0 )  down 
to 2 I - for the more common articles .  Most feathers are now 
so  abundant that they have no c ash value ,  but bird of paradise ,  
ungaijawo and cassaw ary plumes are  still sold . Further details 
of assessed  values of hambo and di are given in Appendix B .  
The c ash value of hambo and di held in the village at 





C ash value of hambo and di 
C ash value Household 
£ 5 2 . 1 7 .  0 
£ 1 7 . 1 7 .  0 
£ 7 0 . 1 4 . 0 
0 - £ 1 5 . 6 .  0 
0 - £  4 .  6 .  0 
0 - £ 1 9 . 1 2 .  0 
Household average 
£ 6 . 1 2 .  2 
£ 2 .  4 .  8 
£ 8 . 1 6 . 1 0  
Few men looked after their own valuables . Two 
brothers ( each the head of a s eparate household) who kept theirs 
j ointly, left the m  in the c are of their married sister in another 
village . Another  two brothers and their father left their 
valuables ,  which they owned jointly, with the wife of the elde r  
brother . Those  of another household were held b y  the wife of 
the hous ehold head . In one instance the household valuables 
were left in anothe r  village in the c are of the parents  of the 
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household head . Only one man looked after his own hambo and 
di, and he was an elderly man who spent much · of his time at 
home . The last household had no valuables . It c onsisted of a 
young couple and the man had given what few articles he 
pos sessed  for his wife ' s  bride -pric e . He has a j ob at present 
and is meeting his traditional commitments  with c ash . 
The processes  by which the valuables were ac quired 
are shown in the following table ( in equivalent c ash values ) : 
T able 6 
Acquisition of hambo and di 
Cash Made or Other 
Inheritance purchase Barter Bride.;..price caught exchanges T otal 
Hambo 9 .  6 . 0 1 8. 1. 0 10. 1 6. 0 6 . 1 0. 0  2 . 1 9. 0  6 . 1 7  0 54. 9. 0 
Di 2 . 1 7. 0  1 . 0 . 0  3 .  0. 0 3 . 1 4. 0 10 . 1 1 . 0  2 .  5 . 0  23 . 7. 0 
T otal 1 2 .  3 . 0 1 9. 1 .  0 1 3 . 1 6. 0  10 .  4. 0 13 . 1 0. 0 9. 2 0 77. 1 6 . 0 
(These  figure s  are slightly different from those listed in Table 
5 above as thes e  exclude details for one household which was in 
mourning, and include details of articles previously held by 
another household but since stolen . ) 
In traditional Orokaiva society the possession of 
hambo and di demonstrated a man' s  prowess  or that of his fore -
bears . Wild pigs ' tusks form the main c omponents  of most 
hambo and the spearing of wild pigs was a hazardous task re -
quiring skill and c ourage . The next most important c omponents 
were sea -shells , and they c ould only be obtained by c ontact 
with c oastal folk ( or from others who had c ontact with c oastal 
folk ) . Such inter -tribal c ontacts appear to have been ' infrequent 
and risky . Feathers were obtained by snaring birds ,  a time ­
c onsuming proc ess  involving patient watching of intricately con ­
structed traps and snares .  The introduction of shotguns has 
facilitated the hunting of pigs and birds . There is  now less 
skill and less  time involved  than previously . The trophies are 
consequently more abundant and of lower value . Likewis e  trad ­
ing with the c oastal people no longer requires  courage or detailed 
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preliminary planning . One may walk to the coast at any time 
and obtain sea -shells by purchase or barter . Moreover,  many 
people now place a higher value on imported objects ,  both orna ­
mental and utilitarian . 
Nevertheles s ,  hambo and di still have a value . A 
man derives prestige from being " rich in hambo' ' , a wedding is 
not c omplete without the exchange of valuable s ,  and a man is not 
properly dressed  for important festivals unles s  he is adorned 
with hambo and di . Moreover ,  one is sometimes force d  to ac -
quire hambo, as in the case of a relatively w ealthy man in a 
neighbouring village who c annot decline the requests of relatives 
( in Inonda and elsewhere)  to give them cash for hambo to  enable 
them to pay their tax . 
In a bride -pric e exchange which w e  observe d  a total 
of £ 4 1 .  0 .  0 was given in c ash, plus £ 13 . 1 9 .  O worth of hambo and 
di . It is significant to note that it was the closest relatives who 
gave c ash ( or cash and valuables ) and generally the more  distant 
ones ( or close ones who had no access  to c ash) who gave 
traditional valuables . Likewise the most important of the 
recipients kept the c ash, and the traditional valuables  were dis -
tribute d  to the more distant kin . ( 1 ) At a birthday feast which 
we observed only c ash was c ontributed . ( 2 ) It is apparent that 
money is now of greater importance than hambo and di even in 
local c eremonial activity . 
The total .value of traditional valuable s  held in the 
village is less  than that of c ash savings ( see  p .  54) . Savings in 
c ash amount to 24%  of annual c ash income in the village and the 
remainder of the inc ome is used for current expenses . C ash 
circulates  much more rapidly than valuables and is use d  for a 
greater variety of transactions . It is likely that the relative 
importance of c ash will c ontinue to increase . 
Income and expenditure 
Details of c ash income and expenditure were 
c ollected in respect of  the first eight months of the year and are 
( 1 )  For a fuller report on this wedding see Hogbin, 1 963.  
(2) See  Crocombe , 1 963.  
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summarized in Tables 7 and 8 .  As most income c ame from 
paid labour, c offee  s ales ( through the Orokaiva C offee  Growers 
Society) and c ompensation payments (from the Administration) 
the amounts could be checke d .  The major items of expenditure, 
how ever, are more difficult to check and had to be c ompiled on 
the basis of detailed discussions of payments made on specific 
c eremonial occ asions , taxation, and equipment, as well as 
current savings ,  church donations and so on . The item " food 
and household expenditure ' '  is only an asses sment based  on 
people ' s  e stimates of their expenditure per pay period . A total 
income of £ 3 24 and expenditure of £ 27  6 during the eight -month 
period were accounted for as follow s :  
Table 7 
C ash income 
Income ( to  nearest £ )  
Household Household 
Source  £ Total range average 
Paid work : 
Labouring 1 6 8  
C ouncillor 1 0  
Mission pension 4 1 8 2  0 - 4 1  2 3  
Produc e :  
Vegetables 5 
Pig meat 2 5  
C offee  17  47 0 - 2 6  6 
Traditional : 
Bride -price 1 5  
Gifts of money 8 
Feast donations 6 2 9  0 - 1 5  4 
Miscellaneous : 
Gambling profits 2 
C ompensation< 1 ) 64  6 6  0 - 34  8 
Total 3 24 3 - 7 2  4 1  
Plus savings from 
previous year 8 3  0 - 2 9  1 0  
407  3 - 92  5 1  
(1) . This was compensation paid by the Administration for coffee tree s  removed to widen 
a road. 
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Table 8 
Expenditure 
Expenditure (to nearest £ )  
Household Household 
Item £ Total range average  
Domestic : 
Food and household 1 4 1  
Clothing 2 6  
Utensils 14 1 8 1  3 - 3 5  2 3  
Capital : 
E quipment 2 
Housing 2 0 - 2 
Traditional : 
Bride ... price 57 
Other gifts 1 2  6 9  0 - 2 0  8 
Misc ellaneous : 
Church donations 2 
Tax (to c ouncil) 2 2  24  0 - 9 3 
Total 27 6 3 - 6 5  34  
Plus savings in  hand now 97  0 - 30  1 2  
3 7 3  3 - 9 5  47 
It will be noted that income per household averaged 
£ 4 1  for the eight months period and may be projected as £ 6 2 per 
household per annum or £ 1 1  per capita per annum . Only 1 4 %  
(£  47 ) of the total income was derived from prima ry production 
and less  than half of this from c ash crops . Very little of the 
income listed c omes from within the village . All money derive d  
from .work and the s ale of pro duce c omes from els ewhere,  and 
from persons or institutions with whom the Inonda people have 
no relationship other than the contractual one through which they 
derive income . All the inc ome listed  as " traditional ' ' c ame 
from persons with whom the Inonda people had kinship or other 
social relations . Of the £ 1 5  in bride-price £ 8 c ame from r esi -
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dents of the village and £ 7 from non -resident kin . Of the gifts 
of money £ 3 c ame from resident kin and the balanc e from kin 
living elsewhere . The feast donations (with the exception of a 
few shillings )  w ere  given by non -residents ,  some of whom w ere 
kin, but most of whom were acquaintanc es  living within a radius 
of several miles .  
Food and household costs c onstitute the major item 
of expenditure , but a considerable proportion of the imported  
food is purchased  for funerals,  feasts and the entertainment of 
visitors .  Part of the food c osts may therefore be c onsidered 
as costs  of meeting social obligations . Within the local com ­
munity, money is distributed through dome stic obligations to 
provide for visitors and kin, and also  through c eremonial 
(usually related to life crises ) when cash and other property are 
exchanged . Probably the greatest cause  for its circulation 
within the c ommunity, however ,  is gambling . Men who are 
earning wages usually gamble at least once a week and from ob -
servation of several games it seems that each player brings 
from 3 / - to £ l / - /  - or more . Although the winner for the even -
ing usually gives back a token sum to each loser ,  he retains 
most of the money himself . It is� understood that gambling is 
widespread in the area . 
Seven of the eight familie s  had s ome c ash in hand 
(we  have shown this as ' ' s avings"  though it was not nec e s sarily 
specifically set aside as savings ) .  The councillor looked after 
his own money, most of which he kept in a savings bank acc ount . 
Only one other man had a savings account, and in it he held both 
his own and his son - in -law ' s  money . The son -in -law felt re ­
luctant to ask for money from the account except to meet social 
obligations . Two half -brothers ( one married and the other 
single) gave most of their money to their father who s eems to 
have made the decisions about expenditure for the extended 
family as a whole . The two other men in the village were re  -
sponsible for looking after their own s avings . As with non -
monetary valuables ,  c ash and bank books are usually c ared  for 
by women, but they have little or no say in the purposes  for 
which the money is spent . 
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Traditional housing has a life of only about four 
years . It is simply constructed and does  not c all for any great 
expenditure of either effort or materials . If the household head 
dies ,  his wife and family may continue to occupy the house ,  
though if there  are adult sons they will usually dismantle their 
late father ' s house and rebuild nearby . If the w ife remarries 
her new husband must  provide- her with housing . 
Replies to questions about the inheritance of tools 
and e quipment were unanimous . Those who had one son ( real or 
adopte d) s aid these  things would descend to him alone . Those  
with more than one s on said they would go  to  the first -born who 
would divide the m  among all the sons,  though he should make 
some prov1s10n for his sisters  if they were living at home . 
Those with no children or with daughters only s aid that their 
chattels would go to the sons of their eldest brother . The one 
exception was a man with four daughters and no s ons . Neither 
did his brothers have sons , although his late  sister has surviving 
sons in a village about ten miles away . He says that if he does 
not have a s on before he dies ,  he will leave his property to his 
eldest daughter to distribute among herself and her sisters . 
The proposed inheritance of c ash savings and 
traditional valuables  followed the same pattern as that of tools 
and equipment, though informants state  that the first -born son 
need not nece s sarily actually divide the estate ,  but will normally 
merely take care  of it as trustee for his s iblings . He is then 
obliged to meet their obligations in respect of bride -pric e and 
other exchanges from the common pool . This practice has 
in fact been followe d  in all instances  checked with the villagers ,  
though they do  s ay that it is not contrary to  custom to share the 
estate  among the beneficiaries .  
While it i s  said that a man' s dogs are usually in ­
herited by his eldest son, pigs and fowls appear generally to be 
c onsume d during the feasting associate d  with the death . One 
exception noted during our stay was a large pig which had been 
' ' earmarked' ' as part of a bride -price exchange . When the 
owner died  this pig was in fact reserved for the bride -price ,  
though his other pigs were killed for the funeral feast . 
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The inheritanc e of economic tree s  is a little more 
complex . All of them take a number of years to mature ( about 
fourteen in the case  of sago) and several informants mentioned 
that " tree s  are for the children" . It i s  quite c ommon to plant 
trees  and name them for specific children or grandchildren . 
Although most trees  were said to have been planted  by the father 
or grandfather of the pre s ent owner, there  were s everal instances  
of  inheritanc e from a brother or father s '  brother . It is quite 
common for an individual to inherit a few tree s  from matrilateral 
kin ( almost invariably one ' s mother ' s  father or brother) .  This 
practice is not univer sal and s everal men claime d no trees from 
matrikin . Informants indicated  that the practice of giving trees  
to non -resident kin was  les s  c ommon in  past generations , but 
has become more widespread with the inc reased mobility which 
has resulted  from the post -war improvement of c ommunications . 
The evidenc e c ollected supports this view , for although few of 
the older men had received trees  from matrilateral kin, all 
those with married daughters had allotte d  a tree or tre e s  to their 
grandchildren . 
As earlier noted, adoption ( of various degrees ) is 
wide spread . · Many adoptees  who acquired no long -te rm land 
rights or other property from adoptive parents  did receive one 
or more trees . One man in particular claims tre e s  from three  
suc c essive adoptive fathers . 
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CHAPTER 4 WORK ORGANIZATION 
Characteristic s of the force 
At  the time of our survey there were 2 3  persons of 
1 5  years of age and over living in the village . One old man was 
very frail , and one woman who was visiting her brother while 
she recuperated from an injury, did no productive work . There 
were no girls between the ages of ten and fourteen, and only 
three boys . Two of the boys were temporary visitors and did 
not stay for long and the thrid, a lad of about ten years ,  was 
never seen to engage in any productive work . Children of nine 
years and under fre quently helped with dome stic chore s  like 
c arrying water and firewood, but they took little or no part in 
agricultural production . This left a work force of 1 1  men and 
1 0  women, though . one man died  during the survey, thus leaving 
equal numbers  of each sex .  
A s  shown in Table 9 below,  all Inonda household 
heads except one had been employed, ( 1 ) and they had spent at 
least part of that time away from their home village . With the 
exception of those  employed as teachers ,  village c ouncillors or 
village constables ,  almost all the men had gone away to work 
before they married ( and marriage was consequently delayed for 
thes e  men) . There was no pressing economic reason for young 
single men to remain in the village, for subsistenc e gardening is 
primarily women ' s work and such men' s work as there is to do 
c an usually be done by the head of the household . In fact the 
people have c ome to regard a trip away to work as a necessary 
prerequisite to adult life . It gives an opportunity to earn money 
(much of which is saved in order to acquire a bride on return to 
the village)  as well as prestige , and the one man who had never 
had paid work was mocked on that acc ount . Only one Inonda 
man was employed away from the village at the time of the sur -
vey . He was a single man who was working in Port Moresby 
(and was not included in the survey) . 
( 1 )  There were three men who were not heads of households. Two were old men who 
had not had any paid work as it had not been available in the time of their youth. The 
other was a young man who had spent 4 years as a medical orderly . Three women had 
been employed - two had spent a year each as teachers and one had spent a year in 
domestic service. 
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Table 9 
Summary of years of paid work undertaken 
by household heads 
Within own village Within own 
district 
Other districts T otal 
Q) Q) - -,.D ,.D t"d t"d .... tl tll 
s::: f..< f..< f..< s::: f..< 0 Q) s::: Q) Q) 0 s::: Q) CJ ..:x: t"d � ..:x: () t"d ..:x: f..< f..< - E - f..< - f..< E f..< -0 0 t'll 0 t"d � t"d 0 0 t"d '"O f..< � .... � � .... 0 f..< Q) � 0 0 0 f..< 0 0 '"O E-i .E '"O E-i '"O E-i 0 .E '"O E-i - f..< f..< f..< - f..< ...t:l - � Q) Q) - Q) ·0 Q) Q) - Q) - "() (1) ::::: Q) f..< ...t:l - "B .8 - f..< ...t:l - f..< -� ...t:l Cll § Q) () � � Q) CJ � § Q) CJ � g -� t"d tll t"d f..< tll -� t"d tll -� f..< t"d tll 
::r:: 0 f..< Q) s::: Q) b.() s::: f..< Q) s::: 0 f..< b.() Q) s::: u Cl E-i � E-i < � Cl E-i � u Cl < E-i � 
1 1 2  1 2  2 3 5 1 2  2 3 1 7  
2 - - - -
3 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 2 6 
4 2 2 4 1 1 4 4 2 6 1 9 
5 4 4 4 4 
6 2 2 2 2 3 3 7 7 
7 1 1 4 4 4 1 5 
8 9 9 1 8  3 2 23  3 2 7  2 32 
14 1 1 1  3 2 9  1 8  9 14  41 3 4 3 1 0  14  4 9 3 3  2 0  80 
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It will be seen that the 7 household heads who have 
worked have spent a total of  8 0  years in employment . Only 20 
of  the 8 0  years were spent in unskilled occupations , the re -
mainder ( as c ouncillors ,  constables ,  foremen, drivers,  
teachers )  all c arried some element of  skill or responsibility . 
The formal education of household heads is sum ­
marized in the fallowing table . 
Table 10 
Summary of education of household heads 
Household 
Within own village Within own district Other districts Total 
No. Years x 
Years Standard Years Standard Years Standard Years standard 
reached reached reached reached ' 
1 - - - - 0 
2 - - - - 0 
3 2 1 - - 2 2 
4 5 3 2 4 - 7 28  
5 - - - - 0 
6 3 1 - - 3 3 
7 6 2 - - 6 1 2  
8 - 10  8 3 10  1 3  1 30 
1 6  - 1 2  - 3 - 3 1  1 75 
Patterns of work 
The villagers claimed that they work to a pattern 
and that Monday and Tuesday are cash c ropping days , Wednesday 
is for mis sion work ,  Thursday and Saturday are reserved for 
the food gardens ,  Friday is set aside for c ouncil work ,  and 
Sunday is a day of worship and rest . In fact , how ever,  with the 
exception of men who are working for wages and have week -ends 
off, ther e  is little in the way of a weekly rhythm in the organi ­
zation of work .  Ther e  is usually a short church service held 
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early on Sunday morning, but otherwise Saturday and Sunday are 
spent in much the s ame way as the other days of the week . 
Most people trim the grass and clear away any rubbish around 
their house s  on Friday mornings . This is known as " council 
work" as it is made mandatory by a c ouncil by -law . It takes 
only an hour or two and not all villagers  do thes e  chores at this 
time . 
Although there  is some seasonal rhythm in subsis -
tence activitie s ,  it doe s  not seem to be very great ,  and relatively 
few other activitie s  are affected by seasonal variations . The 
obligations associate d  with death, marriage and c e remonial 
activities seem to have a much gre ater effec t  on the patterns of 
work . 
House -building, hunting and bush -clearing are 
primarily the province of men . Women ' s work includes weed­
ing, harvesting, and domestic chores .  Both sexes c o  -operate 
in planting, collecting firewood, stacking and burning dead wood, 
and foraging for wild foods . Men appear to work jointly with 
their wives much more in the cash c rop gardens than they do in 
the food gardens . 
A brief survey of patterns of work was undertaken 
for a period of six weeks (from 2nd July to 1 2th August  1 96 2 ) . 
Such a short study c annot give any indication of seasonal varia ­
tions , nor c an it be c onsidered as nece ssarily representative of 
the year as a whole . In fact,  owing to the death of one of the 
village elders during our stay, a c onsiderable amount of time 
was spent in mourning and attendant social obligations . But 
since the beginning of 1 9 5 9  there have been an average of two 
deaths per year in the village ,  and when one considers that the 
villagers are also involved in deaths of relatives in other 
villages ,  in marriage s both here and elsewhere ,  in feasts ,  
church c elebrations and other commitments ,  the amount o f  t ime 
spent in social obligations during this period may not have been 
unduly out of proportion . The survey was undertaken as a pilot 
project only, on the basis of which it is proposed to  organize a 
much deeper study of time patterns among the Orokaiva over  a 
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period of up to twelve  months . 
Data were c ollected daily on the w ork undertaken by 
each villager of fifteen years of age and over . Details of the 
work proposed  for each day were noted  e ach morning, and 
usually verified  in the evening . However, as the people do not 
have clocks and we were unable to make detailed checks through ­
out the day, the number of hours recorde d  for e ac h  task can 
only be taken as approximate .  
It is much easier to summarize and c ompare the 
hours spent in various activities if we have a standard yard ­
stick of a day ' s work . Plantation labourers  work an eight -hour 
day, but we are reluctant to use this as a basis for comparison 
with village folk . On the other hand, a simple total of hours 
spent in each task c an also be misleading : for example,  the 
councillor on one occasion spent s eventeen hours on c ouncil 
work ( including . travelling time) in one day . Merely added into 
a list of hours this would suggest that more than two full days 
were spent on this duty, though this was not in fact the c ase . 
Likewise we have found it difficult to account for days spent in 
mourning, travelling or celebrating in such a way that total 
time can be effectively c ompared .  From a preliminary analysis  
of days which were  not marred by mourning, c elebrating or  
sickness ,  w e  found that people were occupied in activities other 
than dome stic and leisure for about seven hours daily . There -
fore when a day is taken up with sickness ,  mourning, travelling 
or other non -productive occupations , we have recorded it for 
c omparative purpose s  as seven hours . 
It will be s een from Table 1 1  that on the average 
each man spent 1 4 . 0 hours a week on subsistenc e  activities ( in ­
cluding hunting etc . ) and each woman 1 5 .  1 hours . If the time 
spent in cash cropping is adde d to this the average becomes  1 4 . 7 
hours for men and 1 6 . 0 hours for women . 
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Traditional production 
Subsistence 
Hunting, fishing and 
foraging 
Building 
Production for c ash 
Paid work 
C ash cropping 
Non -ec onomic activity 
( other than domestic 
and leisure ) 
Social obligations 
Travel 
Sicknes s  
C ouncil 
Table 1 1  
Time patterns 
Average hours per week 
( 6 weeks )  
Men Women Both sexes 
9 . 6 1 3 . 9 1 1 . 7 
4 . 3 1 .  2 2 . 8 
0 . 1 - 0 . 1 
1 4 . 0  1 5 . 1 14 . 6  
1 1 .  3 - 5 . 7 
0 . 7 0 . 9 0 . 8 
1 2 . 0  0 . 9 6 . 5 
1 2 . 5 2 0 . 0 1 6 . 2 
2 . 8 3 . 1 2 . 9 
2 . 6 3 . 2 2 . 9 
0 . 6 0 . 1 0 . 3 
1 8 . 5 2 6 . 4 2 2 . 3 
Total 44 . 5  4 2 . 4 4 3 . 4  
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When wage labour is available locally it is keenly 
s ought after by the villagers . Two men had regular work for the 
Public Works  Department . In addition some c asual work was 
available at various time s during the year on a loc al c onstruction 
job . All the able -bodied men under about forty years of age 
offered themselves for work at such time s but there was not 
always suffic ient work for all to be employed .  Table 1 2  shows 
that those men who w ere engaged  in paid work for 4 0  or more 
hours per week still spent an average of 6 .  0 hours on subsistenc e 
activities ( this is just under half that for all men in the village) . 
They spent much les s  time on social obligations and travel, and 
had much les s  leisur e  time . This is illustrated in more detail 
in Diagram 1 .  ( 1 ) Owing to the absence of the paid workers  dur ­
ing the day their wives had to undertake more work in the gar -
dens , though in many c ases a young male relative  of the wife 
c ame to help her from time to time . 
l st week 
2nd I !  
3 rd " 
4th " 
5th , ,  
6th , ,  
Table 1 2  
Subsistence work done by men who 
were also engaged in full -time paid work 
Total hours work Ave rage hours 
Men in w ork on subsistence man 
5 6 1  1 2 . 2 
5 nil (feast) 0 . 0 
No man had a full 
week ' s work this 
week 
1 nil 0 . 0 
1 6 6 . 0 
1 1 1  1 1 . 0 
1 3  7 8  6 . 0 
Note : One man w as omitte d  from the table as ,  though he was 
paid full time, he did not have to work full time and was able to 
do his subsistenc e  work in his employer ' s  time . 
( 1 )  It should be noted ,  however , that those who were accepted for' employment were the 
younger, more energetic men who would probably have done more work than the average 
in any case . 
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(1)  Tb.is chart :ls  on1y drawn out for the two weeks as  thereafter there was 
not more than one man :f'ul.ly employed ( see Table 12 ) 
Including hunting, fishing, foraging and building 
InCiuding caring f'or the sick 
Including travel, council. wo�k etc.  
Owing to their employment, the paid workers were 
able to spend less time on food production, and the average area 
of food garden was les s  ( per  c onsumption unit) < 1 ) in households 
where the adult males had paid employment than in thos e  where  
they did not . The three  households wherein the only man had 
paid work had an average of 0 .  7 2 acres  under cultivation per 
c onsumption unit, the two households whe rein the only man did 
not have paid work had an average of 1 .  6 6 acres  under cultivation 
per c onsumption unit , and the three hous eholds c ontaining two 
men ( in each case one working and one not) had an average of 
0 .  7 9 acres per c onsumption unit . ( 2 )  F ood intake w as main -
t ained  partly by the purchase of store foods , particularly ric e . 
Moreover,  the wives of paid workers  spent mor,e time than 
usual in subsistenc e  production, and c onc entrate d  more than the 
wives of other men on harvesting for current use more than 
cultivation for future use . Planting is not maintained at the 
normal level when paid work is available ,  but as the work is 
c asual this has no serious effects (for extra cultivation is done 
when paid work is no longer available ) .  The pre sent pay -rate 
of £ 1 .  1 0 .  0 for a 40 hour week is not sufficient to fee d  a family 
from store foods alone , so that c ontinuous work at thes e  rates  
would probably result in  a decline in living standards . ( 3 ) 
Men who are engaged in paid work still engage to 
s ome extent in other types of productive work . The main sub ­
stitution is not paid work for other productive work ,  but paid 
work for non -productive occupations . This  is illustrated  by 
Diagram 2 which c ompares the activities of paid workers with 
thos e  of all men for the whole period .  
The  amount of  time spent on  s oc ial obligations is  
probably s omewhat higher than usual owing to the death men -
( 1 )  Any person 1 0  years of age or over was rated as one consumption unit, children 4  - 9 
as half, and infants 0 - 4 as one quarter. T emporary visitors were excluded. 
(2) The average for the households with two adults was reduced by the fact that in two 
cases the men remaining at home were e ither ageing or suffering from long-term illness. 
(3)  The most reliable indicator of nutritional requirements is the rations scale in the 
Native Labour Ordinance 1 95 8.  This ordinance prescribes minimum quantities of food­
stuffs required for indigenous workers and their dependents. The retail cost ofthe supplies 
listed is a pproximately £ 1 .  3 .  0 per week for a single man or £2 . 1 9. 0 for husband, wife 
and thre e  children. These prices are for food only. 
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Productive 
Activities ( Hrs . ) 
Other 




For first 2 weeks o f  the survey ( s e e  Table 12 ) .  
All men for the full 6 week survey period. 




Sub s i s t ence ( inc1 . hunting 
fishing, foraging & building ) 
Cash cropping 
Paid work 
S o cial obligations 
Other ( inc1 . travel ,  
council work e tc . )  
Sickness ( incl .  caring 
for the sick) 
tioned, but it does indicate the effects of life c rises on produc -
tivity . Table 1 3  show s  the hours spent on various subsistenc e  
tasks during a " normal" week when there was no mourning or 
feasting as against the average of those  weeks  when there was 
mourning or feasting . It will be seen that approximately the 
s ame amount of t ime is spent on subsistence activities as a 
whole , but whereas in the " normal' ' period most of this time is 
spent on cultivation, during life crisis most of this time is spent 
harvesting accumulated reserves of food . It will also  be  noted 
that during times of c risis the· work of women inc reas e s ,  as 
they do most of the food preparation, whereas the work of men 
decreases .  
Table 1 3  
Hours spent per person in subsistenc e  activities in a 












One ' ' normal' '  week 
(no mourning or 
feasting)( 1 ) 
Both 
Males  Females sexes 
5 . 6 1 .  9 3 . 8 
1 .  6 - 0 . 8 
3 . 8 3 . 6 3 . 7  
- 0 . 8 0 . 4 
1 1 .  0 6 . 3 8 . 7 
0 . 3 4 .  4 ' 2 . 4  
- - -
0 . 3 4 . 4  2 .  4 ' 
1 1 . 3 1 0 . 7 1 1 . 1  
Weekly ave rage of five 
weeks with mourning 
or feasting 
Both 
Males Female s  s exes  
1 . 7 0 . 9 1 .  3 
1 . 2 0 . 6 0 . 9 
0 . 7 - 0 . 3 
0 . 1 2 . 4  1 .  3 
3 . 7 3 . 9 3 . 8  
1 .  9 8 . 7  5 . 3 
3 . 7 2 . 0 2 . 9 
5 . 6 1 0 . 7  8 . 2 
9 . 3 1 4 . 6  1 2 . 0  
( 1 )  This was the w�ek of our survey. The women of the deceased 1s family still spent 
some time in mourning , but the rest of the village resumed normal work. 
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The following rough assessment of total days ex ­
pended on various tasks  per year has been made . 
Assessed  man -days per 
year ( adults only) 
Subsistenc e  Men Women Ave rage 
Bush clearing: 1 .  1 acres  per adult 
male . We assume that men take  
about 10  man-days to clear an acre , 
and are assisted by their women -
folk during 4 man -days . 1 0  
Planting : 0 .  5 acres  per adult per 
year shared roughly equally by men 
and women assuming B man -days 
per ::ic re of planting . 4 
Weeding, maintenanc e and harvesting : 
2 5 %  above pilot survey for although 
during that time harvesting was in ­
c reased, weeding was reduced  due to 
funerary c ommitments . 1 9  
Fencing : One household of 6 adults 
(incl . 2 visitor s )  and 2 children 
erected 2 3 9  ft . of fenc e in 6 hours . 
Another household of 3 adults built 
1 4 5  ft . in B! hours . This suggests 
that an adult , as a member of a team, 
c an c onstruct  approx . 5 0  ft . of fence 
per day . There is a total of 7 ,  1 4 8  ft . 
of intact pig -fenc e  around the food 
gardens which was c onstructed during 
the 1 2  months prece ding our survey . 
On the average therefore each house -
hold makes about 900  ft . of fence per 
year, which would require approxi -
mately 1 B man-days per household, or 
about 7 days w ork per adult per year . ( 1 ) 7 
4 7 
4 4 
1 09 64  
7 7 
( 1 )  Wild pigs are most prevalent in the areas which border the Hydrographers Range. 
In the central parts of the Orokaiva country there are few wild pigs and the people do not 
build fences ·. This saves them time but, on the other hand, they cannot supplement 
their diet with fresh meat to the extent that the "border" people can. 
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Men Women Average 
Hunting, fishing and foraging : Taken 
as 2 5 o/o  below pilot survey ( as hunting 
increased during mourning and fish ­
ing increased during dry deason; 
foraging not fully accounted for as 
often done in the course of other 
activities ) .  Hunting all by men, fishing 
mostly by men,  foraging mostly by 
women 30 
Housebuilding : House rebuilt about 
every 4 year s . Assuming that it takes 
8 1 9  
about 1 6  man -days to build a house .  4 - 2 
i--�-+����-1-���-1 
Total subsistence activitie s :  7 4  1 3 2  1 0 3  
C ash c ropping : Assessed  time needed  
to  maintain and harvest area planted  
( 1 . 8 5  acres )  averaged over all adults . 6 
Council work : Road work say 4 days 
per man per year . 
Church: Service s  2 hours per week, 
plus church c elebrations 2 days per 
year . 
Sickness ( including c aring for the 
sick) : Based  on survey period.  
Paid work : Base d  on actual paid 
work undertaken so far this year . 
Total other 
Social obligations 
Death: Based on 2 deaths per year 
in this village , e ach involving the 
equivalent of 1 0  days absenc e  from 
productive activities ;  and 5 deaths 
elsewhere which c oncern Inonda 
people involving 3 days each . 
7 0  
4 
17  
2 3  
7 2  
1 2 2 
3 5  
6 6 
2 
1 7  1 7  
2 9  2 6  
3 6  
5 2 8 7  
3 5  3 5  
Marriage : B ased  on one marriage 
in the village or elsewhere involv -
ing 3 days each . 
Travel :  ( Mostly t o  visit relatives 
in relation to life c rises ) . Based 
on survey period . 
Other :  Christenings ,  feasts ,  
mothers ' clubs,  school openings , 
etc . 
Total soc ial obligations : (This 
is 4 0 %  les s  than the survey 
period) . 
Summary 
Subsistenc e activities 
C ash cropping 
Paid work 
C ouncil work, church activities ,  
sicknes s  etc . 
Social obligations 
Days remaining per year 
Men Women Average 
3 
2 5 
1 8  
8 1  
7 4  
6 
7 2  
1 5 2 
44 
8 1  
2 7 7  
8 8  
3 
2 7  
1 8  
8 3  
1 3 2  
6 
1 3 8 
4 6  
8 3  
2 6 7  
9 8  
3 
2 6  
1 8  
8 2  
1 0 3  
6 
3 6  
1 4 5  
4 5  
8 2  
2 7 2  
9 3  
No acc ount has been taken of time spent in leisure 
or housekeeping activities .  
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CHAPTER 5 - LIMITATIONS ON PRODUCTIVITY 
Features of the tenure situation which inhibit 
The overlapping claims of various clans and sub ­
c lans c ause unc ertainty as to the rights of each, in particular 
with respect to lands planted with c ash c rops . To illustrate 
this point we will quote several examples . During our stay in 
the village one Inonda man had a temporary j ob as foreman in a 
nearby c onstruction camp . Due to c ompletion of a particular 
phase  of the work some workers were dismissed  by the European 
overseer and these  included s ome Tandai' undi men . These  men 
then came to Inonda village and reminded the foreman that 
Inonda was " their" land and that if he wanted  to remain on it, he 
had better get them their j obs back . This foreman has no c ash 
c rops and claims the reason for this to be his fear of trouble 
with the Tandai ' undi . With one except ion, nobody has c ash 
crops on Inonda land . The Inonda people dare not take the c as e  
t o  the Lands C ommission i n  c ase judgement is  given i n  favour of 
Tandai ' undi, in which c ase  the Inonda people c ould lose all their 
rights . ( 1 ) 
Those  Inonda people who have cash crops in pro -
duction have planted  them on the far side of the Girua river . 
The land where  they are plante d  was occupied until about forty 
years ago by the Endehi ' undi · clan . The Endehi ' undi were  de ­
feated in war shortly after European c ontact and the few sur ­
vivors scattere d  to various villages where they took up 
permanent residence .  This  land was apparently abandoned and 
not used again until 1 9 5 2 after·  the Mt . Lamington e ruption when 
some people of the neighbouring Jau ' undi clan of Hohota village 
cleared the bush and planted  food gardens the re . After the Mt . 
Lamington danger pas s ed most of them returned to their home 
(1) The Native Lands Commission in the Territory appears to have awarded title on a 
basis of historical precedent much more frequently than on current needs or recent arrange ­
ments. I t  would not b e  surprising if, in the event o f  a case before the Commission, 
rights were awarded to the Tandai'undi ( in pre-contact times ,  of course , occupation of 
the land and the relative strength of the two parties would have been the main criteria) . 
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village , but one who was married to an Andiriha woman remained 
and planted  coffee . At his invitation, several Andiriha men 
from Inonda village planted coffee in the s ame area . They 
claimed that as the Endehi ' undi had been defeated  in war two 
generations previously and had not occupied this land sinc e ,  and 
as the scattered remnants of the Endehi ' undi were long sinc e 
absorbe d  into other villages ,  their rights had lapsed . They 
maintained that the person who cle ared the virgin bush after the 
Mt . Lamington eruption had valid rights to plant cash crops 
there ,  and was entitled  to invite his relations to plant there with 
him. As an additional precaution, however ,  the first man to 
plant c offee  there obtained the approval of the only member of 
the Endehi ' undi living in Hohota . When another Endehi ' undi 
man from U ruru village was widowed about two years ago, he 
moved into the household of an Andiriha man who has c offe e  on 
this land . 
Of c ourse  there is no traditional precedent to apply 
to rights to c ash c rops , but after the c offee  had been planted for 
nearly a year ,  s ome of the Endehi ' undi went to the Administra ­
tion and claimed that the land was theirs ,  and that as  the c offee 
had been planted  on their land without their permission, it was 
also theirs . An officer  of the Department of Native Affairs 
brought the parties together and it was ultimately agreed  that the 
c offee  planters could continue to occupy the land provided that 
they paid the Endehi ' undi for the land . The Endehi' undi were 
given about £ 1 6 in c ash, pigs , traditional valuable s  and taro . 
The precise  rights transferred by this exchange are not clear,  
and the participants have differing views as to their respective 
rights ,  for the Andiriha c onsider that they have acquired abso ­
lute proprietary right s ,  whereas the Endehi ' undi maintain that 
they have not disposed  of proprietary rights . It is perhaps 
significant that the Endehi ' undi man from ·ururu village , who 
was widowed ·about two years ago,  was taken in to the 'house  of 
one of the Andir"ilfa men who has . coffee  on thiS' land . 
The Department of Native Affairs has no legal power 
to determine land disputes  and the arrangement is accordingly 
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not legally binding . ( 1 ) In fact ,  however, the parties to this dis -
pute assume that the officer conc erned doe s  have the necessary 
power to enforce the agreement, and thus it is effective for the 
present ,  particularly as it has been reinforced by registration of 
the land with the c ouncil . The Endehi ' undi nevertheles s  intend 
to re -assert their rights to this land at a later date . When they 
find that the existing arrangement is not binding, they may either 
simply revoke it or apply to the Lands C ommission for r ein -
statement of their earlier rights . 
Our third example c oncerns the J ego ' undi sub -clan 
of Inonda . Neither of the two adult members of this sub -clan 
has planted cash crops . One of them had prepared  ground for 
planting cocoa on the site of his former food garden, but his 
right to do so was que stioned by the Andiriha and he abandoned 
the attempt . As already explained, the Jego ' undi are in a sub ­
ordinate position to the Andiriha, and though their ancestor did 
c ontribute to the transfer of gifts at the time the Inonda people 
ac quired their lands , their numbers are small and their status 
is low . Their continued residence in the village is  thus depen -
dent on their passive compliance with the wishes of the Andiriha 
leaders . They spoke of leaving this village for either  of two 
other villages to which they are linked by ties of kinship and 
marriage , but they are aware that wherever they move their 
( 1 )  Officers of the Department of Native Affairs exercised widespread jurisdiction in land 
matters (and settled disputes in Inonda) until their power to do so was curtailed as a 
result of two impertant judgements. The.first was a judgement made on 1 9th July,. 1 957 ,  
by the Court of  Appeal in  the case of Busin v.  Havini in which it was ruled that although 
Regulation 59 of the Native Administration Regulations of New Guinea gave magistrates 
(usually in practice Native Affairs patrol staff exercising their magisterial functions) the 
rower to decide . the ownership of land, this power had been repealed by implication by 
pie Native Land Registration Ordinance 1 952 , which provided that the ownership of 
customary land in both Papua and New Guinea could only be determined by the Native 
Lands Commission. This judgement made the situation in New Guinea identical with 
what it had always been in Papua i. e .  that district courts could settle questions of land 
use but not questions of land ownership. On 8th April , 1 960, however , in its judgement 
in the case Soape v. Wesiki , the Supreme Court held that district courts could not make 
decisions about land use where such ·decisions were based on implied a ssumptions about 
the ownership of the land concerned. As most decisions about land use are based on 
assumptions about its ownership , the district co.urts have generally declined to handle any 
cases relating to land matters of any sort. 
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position will be insecure . 
The man who resides in the village by virtue of the 
fact that two of his daughters are married to Andiriha men has 
been invited to plant coffee in Inonda but he c onsiders the risk 
of future dispute too great to do so . He is therefore planning to 
return to his village of origin to plant cash crops and has already 
begun clearing there . 
The one man who has planted  cocoa on Inonda land 
did so,  not on his own lineage land, but on that of another lineage 
which has no adult members at pres ent . But the mother of the 
children whose  lineage holds primary rights to the land has ob -
j ected strongly and has succeeded in stopping him from expand -
ing his plantings . One other Andiriha man staked out land and 
planted shade for cocoa,  again on the same land of the other 
lineage mentioned, but has been prevented from planting . ( 1 ) 
Partly as a result of the uncertainty of their tenure 
the villagers are again considering shifting the village site . ( 2 ) 
Several pos sibilities are being c onsidere d .  Some wish t o  move 
to land held by an Andiriha sub -clan which lives  at Hohota and 
which has close links with the Inonda sub -clan . These point 
out that they have no c ertainty of tenure for their cash crops 
on the existing land, whe reas at Hohota there is land which is 
(1 )  This dispute resulted from the fact that when the last adult member of the lineage 
died, his wife remarried and her new husband "adopted" her children. Those who moved 
onto the land reasoned that as the children had been adopted, the local branch of the 
lineage had died out and the land was available for use by any member of the sub-clan. 
The mother, on the other hand, claimed that the children would not inherit land from 
their adoptive father but from their born father. She won her point by threatening to 
complain to Native Affairs officers who, the villagers said ,  would undoubtedly have 
supported her. 
(2) This is not the only reason for moving , and the prevalence of sorcery in the present 
location is felt to be responsible for the supposed excessive death-rate. (There has in 
fact been a decline in population from 60 in 1 949, to 49 in 1 95 7 ,  45 in 1 960 and 45 
today) . The Allied Geographical Section ( 1 942 , Appendix G) gave the population as 
approximately 1 20 in 1 942 , but the accuracy of this figure is in doubt. 
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the undisputed property of the Andiriha - albeit a different sub -
clan . The occupying sub -clan is s aid to be agreeable to the 
shift , partly because one of the Inonda familie s  originates  from 
a lineage of the sub -clan at Hohota .  Another alternative is to 
move to Ajoro, the " home ' '  village of the Tandai ' undi clan . The 
Ajoro people are said to have invited them to come , and to have 
offered them land on which to plant their food c rops . Some felt 
that residenc e with the Tandai ' undi would reinforc e  their exist -
ing hold on the land they at present use ,  but others fear that if 
trouble arose  between them and the Tandai ' undi they may have 
to leave . ( 1 ) 
A further possibility which has been c onsidered is 
for the village to split - the J ego 'undi going either to Mo sou to 
occupy the land given them by their mother ' s brother or to Urio 
to join their mother ' s  lineage , - the Andiriha who originate from 
Hohota lineage removing there , and the balance of the Andiriha, 
who have close  kinship links with the Ajoro people,  moving there 
to live . A final pos sibility is to remove the whole village back 
near their food gardens at Inonda I .  The actual outcome will no 
doubt depend on the internal relations between villagers and the 
external relations between this village and the others in the 
vicinity . 
The past history of the Inonda lands and the current 
problems encountered with cash c rop planting there  indicate that 
there are serious tenure problems at the sub -clan level . It 
appears that the definition of sub -clan or village boundaries and 
the rationalization of land rights in such a way that only one 
clan, sub -clan or village has rights in any one are a  would be 
conducive to higher productivity and- les s  dispute . The Native 
Lands C ommission has the power to define boundaries and 
rightholding groups on the application of any of the parties 
claiming rights in an area .  But in fact there is one Native 
Lands C ommissioner for the whole of the Northern District 
(with a population of 5 1 ,  OOO) and he is required to do his own 
surveying, c ollection of gene alogies and c lerical work without 
( 1 )  The people are clearly disturbed by the knowledge that the government survey 
recorded the Inonda land as "belonging" to the Tandailundi. 
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assistanc e . The system of investigation followed  by the C om -
mission is very detailed, and accordingly in the period of three 
years since the C ommis sioner was posted to the district only 
about five disputes have been settled .  Already 34  other cases 
are awaiting deliberation and many other disputants would take 
their cases  to the C ommission if an early decision was pos sible . 
Owing to the lack of staff it will probably be many years before 
they c an be hear d .  The scale of the problem appears to be so 
vast that it may well be beyond the c apacity of the C ommis sion 
to cope with for many years to c ome . ( 1 ) T o  overcome the 
problem in a short time would require either tremendous ex -
pansion of the Lands C ommission or delegation of authority to 
deal with such matters to local (and possibly indigenous ) tri ­
bunals . ( 2 ) 
In the meantime the area is left without adequate 
machinery for the definition of rights and the settlement of dis -
putes . Indigenous leaders ,  whether c ouncillors ,  c lan heads or 
other elders have no legal right to determine disputes ,  and 
although they are frequently able to exert s ocial pres sure  to 
have their decisions enforce d, they c annot apply any legal 
sanctions . It seems that such decisions are frequently effective 
within the lineage or sub -clan because the leaders  are in in -
timate c ontact with the disputants and c an apply effective social 
sanctions . This is much less  so with respect to disputes be -
( 1 )  S ince this article was written, the Native Lands Commission h a s  been joined with 
the existing Land T itle s  Commission to form a new Land T itles Commission. The 
enabling legislation (Land Titles Commission Ordinance 1 962) was passed by the legis­
lature in 1 962 but was not assented to by the Governor General until April 1 963 . The 
new Commission has only seven commissioners to serve the whole of Papua and New 
Guinea. 
(2) This is a widespread pattern elsewhere in the Pacific. For example , in the G ilbert 
and Ellice Islands , the Lands Commission is composed entirely of indigenous members , 
though the Chief Lands Commissioner (who is an expatriate official) sits with them on 
appeal cases. The Lands Commission in Fiji is comprised of a commissioner (who is 
usually a Fijian) and a number of Fijian assessors who are e lected for the particular area 
by the Provincial Council. The Land and Titles Court of Western Samoa is comprised of 
a President (who is a lso Chief Judge of the High Court) , not less than two Samoan judges 
and not less than one assessor. In practice , however ,  it more frequently sits with three 
Samoan judges and two or more assessors who are usually Samoans. 
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tween sub -clans or villages . ( 1 ) 
Officers of the Department of Native Affairs are still 
in some instance s  able to effect reconciliations or to  settle dis -
putes  despite their lack of legal pow ers . This is not only be -
c ause disputants are sometime s prepared to acc ept the judgement 
of a disinterested third party, but also  because  almost all 
Orokaiva people w e  have met are of the opinion that patrol staff 
do have the power to enforce their " recommendations" .  The 
fear of sorc e ry is still recognized as a s anction against trans -
gression of property rights and informants quoted  instance s  of 
sorcery having been used to punish transgre ssions of fishing 
rights . It is a c ommonplace that where adequate alternative 
facilities for settling disputes are not available ,  sorcery tends 
to increase . Though it is certainly extant in Inonda we have no 
evidence to indicate whether it is increasing or not . 
The definition of boundaries and owning sub -clans 
would inc rease social stability and security of tenure ,  but in the 
c ourse of time, due to population increase in some clans and 
decrease in others ,  it would become increasingly unrelated  to 
clan needs . I t  is therefore nec essary that any action to define 
boundarie s  and ownership should be assoc iated  with facilities for 
the transfer of rights between clans , or between individual mem ­
bers of different clans . 
In the pre -c ontact era warfare was probably the most 
important means by which major areas of land were transferred 
between descent groups,  and when warfare is abolished it is 
essential that alternative facilities for land transfer be provided .  
I n  many c olonial territories where w arfare previously tende d  t o  
bring land are as into line with population numb ers ,  c olonial 
governments have abolished warfare but have not provided 
adequate alternativ e  means of transfer ,  and this invariably leads 
( 1 )  Disputes between sub-clans o r  villages are sometimes settled by the Executive o f  the 
Higaturu Council. They have no legal power to enforce decisions , but they are often 
able to persuade parties to accept their advice . 
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to maldistribution of land . ( 1 ) 
The individual lacks security of tenure for his c ash 
c rops , but not for his food crops . In the c as e  of the c offee 
blocks on Endehi ' undi land a reasonable degree  of security has 
been achieved by registration under the Higaturu C ouncil 
scheme . ( 2 ) Nobody dares apply for registration for cash c rop 
blocks on Inonda land for fear of objections by the Tandai ' undi 
but even if thes e  were overcome , there would probably still be 
inadequate security of tenure for c ash crops even within the sub ­
clans . The size and value of blocks hardly merit the c ost in 
time and money of precision surveying and government regis � 
tration, and the pre sent Higaturu C ouncil registration scheme 
would appear to us to be well suited to the pre sent conditions , if 
it was supported by the Administration and by appropriate legis -
lation . ( 3 ) 
E conomic trees  and other personal w ealth appear to 
have always been held either by individuals or by s mall groups 
of siblings ( though subject to specific obligations to kin) .  The 
pos session of income -producing trees  by individuals is thus in 
harmony with traditional concepts of rights to tree s . In the 
traditional culture , however ,  rights to trees did not nec essarily 
c oincide with rights to the land on which they were planted, be -
yond the right of access  and the use of such land as was 
( 1 )  Formal provisions for transfer under certain circumstances are contained in  the Land 
(Tenure C onversion) Bill 1 963. This bill has not yet been passed by the Legislative 
Assembly . The transfer system provided for , however, does not apply to any land until 
it has been dealt with by the Land T itles Commission. Unless the C ommission is pro­
vided with enormous resources or delegates its routine functions to local bodies it will be 
unable to provide such facilities for all but a small fraction of the Territory for many 
years to come. 
(2) The Higaturu Council scheme is explained in Appendix A .  
( 3 )  Official policy a s  expounded by the Minister for Territories (Hasl uck 1 960: 1 01 9-2 1 )  , 
states that the only acceptable form of title is that issued by central government (and 
thus the Higaturu C ouncil registration scheme is not acceptable) .  Administrative 
practice has not been consistent, and at some times  the scheme has been given official 
support, while at others instructions have been issued for its discontinuance or for dis­
couragement of expansion. Present practice is to give the scheme cautious support, 
but there is considerable doubt as to whether the council by-law which established the 
scheme is legally valid ,  or whether councils have the power to make by-laws on such 
matters. To date , the question has not been tested at law. 
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necessary for the normal growth of the tree '  or tree s  conc erned o 
In c ontrast to the random pattern of planting of 
traditional tree  crops , c offee and c oc oa must be planted con ­
tiguously and in relatively large numbers . It is not normally 
feasible for the land to be used for any other purpose atthe same 
time , and it is therefore desirable that the planter have effec -
tive control of the land . Clear identification of rights is par ­
ticularly nece s sary bec ause of the value of the c rop . It may 
also be desirable in giving the individual a degree of freedom 
from his descent group, for as more facilities are provide d  by 
larger institutions ( local and c entral government agencies ,  
missions etc . ) the  nee d  for co -ordinated action by the descent 
group diminishes and it may even function more  to limit the 
aspirations of members than to supply their needs . 
There would not seem to be any advantage in defin -
ing or registering lineage boundaries ,  or the food gardening 
areas of individuals .  People frequently plant food c rops on the 
land of other lineages and this does not seem to c ause any acute  
problems . I t  is a matter of convenience ,  done a t  the invitation 
of the rightholding lineage , and it results in a reduction of bush 
c le aring and pig -fencing . Furthermore, there are accepted 
processes  of transfer of proprietary rights from one lineage to  
another and w e  recorde d  several such instances . The transfer 
is seldom c ompleted  in a single transaction, but rather takes 
plac e over time , and the nature of the rights transferred is 
modifie d  by occupation and other c ircumstances . Even if short -
term c ash c rops ( such as peanuts or ric e )  were introduce d, it is  
unlikely that major tenure problems would result unles s  c ropping 
were undertaken on a large scale . 
Aspects of work .organization which inhibit productivity 
There  is at pre sent a considerable surplus of work ­
ing time available over and above that required for subsistenc e  
and c ash cropping . Table 1 1  (page 6 3 )  shows that the average 
time spent per week on subsistenc e  activities and cash c ropping 
was 14 .  7 hours for men and 1 6 .  0 hours for . women .  This 
suggests  that E .  K .  Fisk ' s comments to the effect that the un -
exploited labour supply of South -East Asia is one of its major 
sources of productivity may e qually apply here . ( 1 ) 
( 1 )  Fisk, 1 961 : 778. 
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There is  a c lear hierarchy of priorities among the 
various activitie s  with which the Inonda people c an occupy their 
time . Serious illness ,  of course ,  precludes any other activity . 
Unless  suffering from illness  the men give priority to wage 
labour ( in most instances  this was heavy manual work ) . In the 
absence of paid work, social obligations c onnected with life 
c rises take precedence over  all other activities ( except the har -
vesting of food) .  During our survey, men spent an ave rage of 
1 5 . 3 hours w e ekly on social obligations associated with life 
c rises ,  and on travel (which is generally · related to social obli ­
gations ) and women 2 3 . 0 hours . During events associated with 
life crises  people do undertake subsistence activities ,  but almost 
exclusively harvesting and hunting to provide food  for the 
festivities . ( 1 )  If there are no life c rises  in the offing then 
priority - is givento clearing, planting and w e eding the gardens in 
order to ensure the food supply . Thereafter ,  fre e  time may be 
used for c ash c ropping, the making of artifact s ,  or leisure . 
The effect of life crises  on c ash c ropping was 
markedly different from that on paid labour . During the survey, 
villagers who were  not engaged in paid labour spent a c onsider -
able amount of time preparing for a puberty c eremony and a 
birthday feast and did not work on their cash c rops during the 
periods of preparation . When a villager died,  for the three  
weeks of mourning following his death, nobody worked on  c ash 
crops as this  would have been c ontrary to acc epted  codes of 
respect for the dead .  Those who were engaged in wage labour, 
on the other hand, did not take any time off to pre_pare for eithe r  
the birthday fea st or the pube rty ceremony, though they did 
assist in their off hours . When the death occurred, the em ­
ployees ,  including a s on of the deceased,  took only two days off 
before resuming their j obs . The cultural restrictions on pro -
ductive activity during a period of mourning, and the obligation 
to give priority to feast preparations over  economic pursuits ,  
( 1 )  A n  interesting instance o f  the adaptation o f  traditional obligations t o  serve modem 
economic ends was noticed during our stay. It is common for a prospective groom to 
assist his prospective father-in-law with housebuilding or bush-clearing. One ex•Inonda 
man who had taken a block in the government resettlement scheme got h is prospective 
son-in-law (who lived in Inonda) to work in his (the father.,.in-law1s) coffe e garden. As 
the son-in-law was socially of lower standing than the bride and as he was more anxious 
about the match than she ,  the father-in-law was able to derive several weeks free labour 
from both the groom and his sister,  with occasional help from their mother and other 
relatives. 
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apply only to activitie s which are traditional or local . They do 
not apply with the same intensity to wage labour outside the 
village . ( 1 ) If major inc reases in c ash cropping were to eventuate 
the amount of time now spent in festivities would need  to be re -
duc ed  or, · alternatively, bought foods would need  to be sub ­
stituted for garden c rops at feast t ime s . 
Other limiting factors 
Income : Past experie·nce has made people cautious 
about the pro spects for their present cash c rops . They are 
aware of the failure of the attempt to establish oil palms as a 
c ash crop in the 1 92 0 1 s , of the abortive sugar project of the e arly 
1 93 0 ' s , of the c ompulsory planting of c offe e  in the same dec ade 
and the subsequent c ollapse of the c offee  market with the out -
break ofwar, and of the introduction and failure of ric e cultivation 
in 1 94 8  -49 .  Some are aware too of the c ollaps e  of the peanut 
market within two years of the introduction of peanuts as a plan -
tation crop in 1 9 57 . It was not, however,  tried as a village 
c rop on any significant scale . Though the people are not aware 
of the precarious state of the world market for coffee and c oc oa 
today, they are aware of the price decrease s  over recent years . 
Inc ome from c ash crops is not only uncertain, it is 
quite small and the people derive much less income from their 
coffee than they expected . This is due in part to unrealistic 
expectations , but also  to decrease s  in pric e betw een the time of 
planting and the pre sent, ( 2 )  and to inadequate knowledge of c offee 
husbandry . In the village c ontext it is unlikely that the average 
man c ould, after meeting his family' s  subsistenc e  nee ds and 
social commitments ,  clear and maintain more than two and a 
( 1 )  We are nevertheless informed by many Orokaiva people that the number and duration 
of traditional ceremonies and the number of people participating in them have all de­
creased markedly during recent years. They have been replaced to some extent by 
church festivals and sports but these activities are said to take much less time.  This 
view is confirmed by comparing the social activities of today with those described by 
Williams, 1 92 8  and 1 930. The period of mourning after death has in particular been 
reduced and now involves fewer people. 
(2) The cash price per pound paid to the grower was 2 / - in 1 959 ,  1 / 6  in the early part 
of 1 960 and 1/2 in the later part, and 1 / - in 1 961-2 .  The price at present be ing paid 
is 1 1  fd.  per lb . 
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half acres  of c offee or cocoa . This would yield no income for 
the first four years and a maximum of £ 1 0 0  per year thereafter 
at current pric e s . This assume s an absenc e of land problems 
and crop disease . Even so,  the prospect must be heavily dis -
c ounted because of its uncertainty . Wage labour is  now available 
to a limite d  extent at a rate of £ 1 5 0  per year in town areas and 
about £ 7 5 per year in rural areas . ( 1 ) At the time the c offee 
was planted, paid employment was scarcer and wages much 
lower . 
C apital : Almost no c apital is used in primary pro ­
duction in Inonda . The few tools needed for small scale produc ­
tion are easily acquired from current income, the land is not an 
item involving monetary cost, c offee seeds are available from 
neighbouring gardens and c oc oa pods are supplied by the De -
partment of Agriculture at nominal c ost . One man in a neigh -
bouring village has a coffee huller in which the Inonda people 
have small share s ,  but as the Orokaiva C offee Growers Society 
(to which the Inonda growers belong )  provides for all other pro ­
c es sing, there is  no need  for any other equipment in the villages . 
Although the introduction of c apital may increase output, 
c onsiderable increases in output are possible without it , and 
c apital c annot be regarded as a serious limiting factor in Inonda 
c ash c ropping at this s tage . 
Health : During the period of the survey about 7 % of 
time was acc ounted for by sicknes s  and c aring for the sick, but 
details of sickness were not recorded for those  who were in 
mourning in their houses . The total for the period is e stimated 
at 1 0% of all time accounted  for . From superficial enquiries 
malaria s ee ms to be the main c ause of illnes s  but other common 
ailments seen during our stay were filariasis ,  gastro - enteritis 
and influenza .  The suitability of the diet for sustained hard work 
is not known, though it was notice d  that men seldom w ork two days 
in succession on heavy labour like bush clearing ( though they per -
formed regular heavy work for wage s ) . On several occasions 
when the nights were particularly c old the people got up shortly 
after midnight and s at around fire s  for the rest of the night to 
( 1 )  Indentured labour i s  paid less ,  but relatively few Orokaiva are prepared to  accept 
indenture . Direct comparison of gross incomes from cash cropping as against urban 
employment ignores the fact that food and housing costs are much higher in towns. 
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keep warm . 
following . 
As a consequence they slept much of the day 
Non -traditional experience :  Table 1 4  below show s 
that there is a c orrelation between non -traditional experienc e 
( in terms of years of paid work and e ducation) , and the planting 
of cash c rops . Table 1 5  shows that there is likewise a c orrela­
tion between years  spent outside the village and the planting of 
c ash crops . Absence from the village is generally but not in -
variably associated  with work or schooling . The data presented 
in the table s  sugge st that an increase in non -traditional 
experience is associated  with increased interest in c ash c ropping . 
Table 14  
C omparison of  non -traditional experienc e ( in terms 
of paid work and schooling) with planting of c ash crops 
Total years in paid Number of Coffee C ode No . of 
work or school or C oc oa Trees Household Head 
4 5  see  note ( a) 8 
1 7  3 3 5  1 
1 6  2 8 8  4 
1 1  1 50 7 
1 0  0 6 
8 1 7 8  3 
4 0 5 
0 0 2 
( a) This man is a stranger in the village , but he is currently 
planting extensive coc oa gardens in his village of origin . 
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Table 1 5  
C omparison of years of absence from home 
village with planting of cash crops 
Total years Abs ence Number of C offee or C ode No . of 
from Village Household Head 
3 6  see  note ( a) in 8 
Table 1 4  
7 2 8 8  4 
5 3 3 5  1 
5 1 7 8  3 
5 0 6 
4 1 50 7 
4 0 5 
0 0 2 
There is also a c lose association between status in 
the village and the planting of cash c rops . The three  persons 
with highest status in the village are the previous head of the 
joint sub -clans who has now gone to the government resettlement 
scheme where he has planted more cash c rops than any 
villager,  ( 1 ) the subsequent head of the j oint sub -clan who has 
most ( 3 3 5 )  c offee trees and the councillor (who is son of a former 
head of the sub -clan) who has the next most ( 2 8 8 )  . It is clear 
(and supported by c omparison with neighbouring villages )  that 
those with highest status in the community are the ones most 
likely to plant c ash c rops or likely to plant most . Evidenc e 
elsewhere in the Pacific suggests that the man of influenc e is 
shifting his emphasis from traditional means of gaining prestige 
to modern ones based  on the acquisition of money . It appears 
that this trend is taking place in the Popondetta are a  also . 
It might be mentioned incidentally that Keesing 
( 1 9 5 1  : 5 - 1 4 ) c onsidered the Orokaiva to be culturally predisposed 
to absorb the types of  traumatic change of  residence and social 
relations which were a c onse quence of extensive and persistent 
( 1 )  H e  h a s  planted 1 ,  1 61 cocoa trees.  
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warfare . He sees  their personality attributes  as being ' ' con ­
gruent with the social structure that favours individuality and 
mobility' ' .  Reay ( 1 9 5 3 : 1 1 1 ) states that Orok,aiva men are en -couraged to be highly individualistic . Superficially at least, 
these views would suggest that the Orokaiva would tend to be 
receptive to the changes currently being wrought by cash 
cropping and paid labour though, as Keesing points out , their 
reaction will be dependent on the monetary and other incentives 
which thes e  activities provide . 
Extension services : McCarthy ( 1 9 6 2 :  1 1 0 ) notes  that 
the Orokaiva people ' ' suffered at the hands of the Yodda valley 
goldseekers at the end of the nineteenth century and the s everity 
of the magistrate  Monckton at the beginning of the new c entury, 
and it is s aid that they have not forgiven either occasion . " 
Subsequent c ontact experienc e s  have not been such as to alter  
their attitudes very greatly, and this situation detracts from the 
effectiveness  of the available extension services . 
No agricultural extension workers had visited Inonda 
during the twelve months preceding our visit and it is understood 
that extension patrols seldom c all there more than one e a year , 
and then only for brief visits . Several Inonda people attended a 
one -day extension clas s  on coffee harvesting at Popondetta during 
our stay, but this  was the only such class they had been aware 
of in that year . People c an, of course ,  consult extension 
officers in Popondetta at any time , but as a result of language 
difficultie s  and social distance the Inonda people do not take  
advantage of this facility . The number of  extension staff at 
present in the area is quite inadequate to serve the nee ds of a 
community which has only rec ently become aware of the tech ­
niques and potential of c ash clropping . More extension service s  
would probably result in extension of cash c rop plantings ,  im ­
proved husbandry, and higher output. Pig production could also 
be expanded to  the limits of the existing market . 
Transport and marketing : With the completion of 
the Girua road there  will be all -weather road access  to both 
Popondetta and the port of Oro Bay which is soon to be developed 
to handle overseas shipping . There is  at present no c ommercial 
transport s ervice to take produce to market and none of the 
villagers have transport of their own . The quantity of pro -
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duction is at pres ent so small that it is not difficult to take 
coffee  or c oc oa on foot and there is every indication that trans -
port service s  in the roaded parts of the district will be available 
before output is greatly increased .  
C offee i s  sold t o  the Orokaiva C offee  Growers Society 
in Popondetta and c oc oa to private traders . C ash is paid at the 
time of sale and in the c ase  of coffee  a bonus is also paid at a 
later stage if profits permit . Marketing facilities cater 
adequately for pre sent production . ( 1 )  
The situation regarding perishable products is quite 
different . The only outlet for fresh fruits and vegetables is at 
the Popondetta market which is held every Saturday . Market 
prices  are low (by c omparison with those at Port Moresby or 
other larger markets )  and most c ommodities are oversupplied .  
When produce i s  taken to market it i s  not uncommon t o  have to 
bring some back or discard it . The villagers c ould supply con .. 
siderable quantitie s  of fre sh vegetables (particularly taro) if the 
demand for it could be inc reased . There is usually a keen 
demand for fre sh fish, pork and poultry, and the market could 
absorb much more than is at present supplied .  ( 2 ) 
Some implications for policy 
The surplus of underemployed labour among those 
villagers who do not work for wages ( a·nd local wage  labour will 
soon c ease with the c ompletion of c onstruction c ontracts )  c an be 
used economically in primary production in two ways . Firstly 
people c an be encouraged to plant additional c ash crops . It has 
been shown that this is  hindered at present in Inonda by problems 
of land tenure .  If these were ove rcome an increase in produc -
tivity would probably result, though it would be limited  by the 
present traditional demands on time . 
Secondly, a small proportion of the more active and 
( 1 )  For details of the export market for New Guinea coffee and cocoa see Reserve Bank,  
1 962. 
(2) A detailed study of the Popondetta market by R. Bo Dakey'"lle is now being prepared 
for publication in this Bulletin . 
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ambitious men c ould be resettled on individual holdings outside 
Inonda . · There is  no indication that freehold tenure within Inonda 
would facilitate  improved productivity any more than the 
Higaturu C ouncil registration scheme . 
It is apparent that the highest productivity per man 
and per acre  at present is achieved on the large -scale European 
plantations and the individual family holdings for Papuans , both 
of which are financ e d  largely by government loans . The degree 
to which developments of this type can be  extended is limited in 
practice by the volume of funds available from or through gov -
e rnment agencies .  The c omparative productivity of these  two 
forms of organization is now being analyse d  and it is hoped that 
the results will be available in the next few months .  ( 1 )  
It is likely that at this stage only a few Inonda men 
would be suitable for resettlement on individual blocks ,  with 
development loans, but a number would be both suitable and 
willing to work as plantation labour . The feasibility of en -
couraging the ownership of plantations by Papuans s eems to 
merit exploration, for experience elsewhere in the Pacific in 
recent years suggests that in conjunction with expansion of c ash 
cropping by individuals or families ,  plantation agriculture 
operated by indigenous entrepreneurs may provide an fmportarit 
avenue to inc reased output from commercial agriculture .  
( 1 )  A paper on the Popondetta plantation economy is in the course of preparation by Dr. 
Diana Howlett and another on the government-sponsored family holdings by Mr. R. J. 
Cheetham. Both will appear in subsequent issues of this Bulletin. 
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APPENDIX A 
The Higaturu Local Government C ouncil Land 
Registration and Coffee P roc e ssing Scheme s 
The Higaturu Local Government C ouncil was forme d 
in April , 1 9 5 6 . It s erves 1 2 ,  OOO people  who b elong to the 
southern Orokaiva culture group of the Northern District of 
Papua, and has 54 councillors to represent its 8 6  villages ( of 
which Inonda is one ) . 
Land registration 
In the first year of the council ' s operation the Native 
Affairs officer  who was responsible for supervising c ouncil 
affairs initiate d  a system of registering with the c ouncil all lands 
which were being use d  for c ash crops . In practice ,  persons 
wishing to plant c ash crops under the scheme applied  to the 
supervising officer ,  who thereafte r  made a chain and c ompass 
survey of the land c onc erned, in the pre senc e  of the elders of the 
landholding clan . The councillor for the are a  also attended,. 
A written declaration was made and witnessed  by the clan elders,  
the local c ouncillor, the applicant and the Native Affairs officer . 
The declarat ion allotte d  the land to the applicant and stated  that 
he c ould thereafter  transfer it or nominate heirs to it , without 
further reference to the .clan or other group . The land 
described in the declaration was then entered in a register by 
the council clerk . 
During 1 9 57 after about 1 5 0  blocks had been regis ­
tered, the acting District C ommissioner ordered that the 
scheme be stopped on the ground, it is said, that it did not 
c onform to traditional practice . No statement of policy was 
issued, but no further  registrations w er e  made for nearly three  
years . The people were uncertain of the status of the registra ­
tions which had already been made but c offee  planting c ontinued 
throughout . In  fact ,  the man who was then District Agricultural 
Officer c onsiders  that there was more planting during 1 9 57  - 6 0  
than either before o r  sinc e . 
It is understood that the main issues at stake  were 
( a) whether the scheme c onstituted ·a modification t o  custom or 
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whether it merely provided facilities for recording customary 
land alloc ation; and (b) whether or not a council had the legal 
right to undertake the scheme at all . The answer to  the latter 
que stion is really dependent on the answer  to the former . This 
in turn depends on the legal definition of what c onstitutes custom, 
for if the scheme is c onsidered to be in accordance with custom 
then it is legally valid�, whereas if it is not in accordance with 
custom it is invalid .  Various opinions have been expres sed, 
but in the absence of c larifying legislation or a test case the 
matter r emained one for administrative disc retion . ( l) 
During 1 9 58 the council pas se d  a rule ( Rule No . 4 of 
1 95 8 ) which required  that before any man c ould plant c ash c rops,  
he had to obtain the approval of  the leaders of  the relevant clan 
or clans . This rule w as disallowed  by the Administration . In 
1 95 9 ,  a new rule was adopted  (Rule No . 2 of 1 9 5 9 )  which stated 
in the preamble that ' ' . . .  tree  c rops should only be  planted after 
notice has been given to the District Officer  or District Agricul ­
tural Officer  . . . s o  that help c an be given efficiently in such 
things as transport and marketing and in c ontrol of pests  and 
diseases . It is also  nece ssary that future quarrels over land be 
avoided and that e ach man should feel secure in the knowledge 
that the benefits of the work he puts into his c rop will c ome to 
him . " The rule provide d  that no person could plant c offee or 
coc oa except on land which had been allotted to him by custom 
' ' to be use d  by him alone . "  Planting was not to c ommence until 
a chain and compass traverse  had been ·  made by an officer of 
the Department of Native Affairs .  The rule was approved and 
implemented,  though due to staff shortages  it has not been 
possible to meet the demand for surveys , and planting generally 
precedes survey in fact . 
While the rule its elf made no prov1s1on for it , the 
draft form of agreement stated that the holder of land registered 
under the rule c ould transfer his rights to any indigenous person 
at any time . The Administration advise d  the c ouncillors that 
this provision for transfer was not accept able and a new form of 
(1 )  The Lands Commission Ordinance 1 962 , which was assented to in April 1 963 after 
this paper was written ,  makes it clear that councils will no longer have the right to en­
gage in such schemes. It is nevertheless possible for the Commission to investigate and 
ratify the registrations made by the council. 
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agreement was drafted  and adopted . It reads as  fallow s : 
" Agreeme nt to the right of land use .  . . . It has been 
agreed by the people of [name ] clan (or  yillage) and all other 
interested parties that [applicant ' s name] has had alloc ate d  to 
him by native custom for his use alone the land marked on the 
attached plan, and that no other person has a claim to the land . 
It is also agreed  that any coffee trees  plante d  by [the applicant) 
on the land are his sole property and no other pers on has claim 
over them.  1 1  
The form is  dated, signed by  the allottee  and by  ' ' the clan 
leaders" ( in practice it is usual for all resident adult males  in 
the ' ' owning" clan or  sub -clan to  sign) ,  and by the loc al c oun­
c illor . If is witnessed  by an officer  of the Department of Native 
Affairs .  A map of the land is attached to the form.  Forms and 
maps aft.re prepared  in triplicate and one s et was to be held by the 
applicant, one by the c ouncil, and one by the District Office in 
Popondetta .  {n practice ,  the c ouncil c opy is also  held by 
District Office .  
R egistration under this new rule commenc e d  in 
1 96 0 , and surveying and registration of plots have c ontinued to 
the present ti;me . At l st  January, 1 9 6 3 , 5 8 8  plots c overing 
1 ,  1 20 acres  h�d been registere d .  A further 1 ,  0 2 9  applications 
for registration had been made but not yet dealt with . Although 
it was originally intended that no plot w ould be r egistered if it 
was less  than two and a half acres  in area, many smaller plots 
have in fact been dealt with and the regi stered plots at Inonda 
village measure 1 .  4, 2 .  6 and 1 .  6 acres  respectively ( though 
these  areas have not yet been fully plante d) . Some areas of 
under one acre  have been registere d . Wherever  possible , 
villagers are encouraged to  alloc at e  blocks c ontiguously, not 
only to facilitate surveying and identification of land, but also to 
reduce the extent of  border clearing nec essary, and to  facilitate 
pest c ontrol and extension servic es . 
Provisions for ensuring higher standards of hus -
bandry and output are c ontained in Rule No . 3 of 1 9 59 which 
requires that persons with cash c rops must : 
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" ( a) keep the land clear of all rubbish 
(b) cut down and burn out all diseased plants 
and trees  . . . .  
( c )  . . .  obey the orders of any Agricultural 
officer  . . . . . .  ' ' 
A full -time inspector is employed by the c ouncil under the 
ordinance and a number of persons has been prosecute d  for 
failure to keep their coffee and cocoa gardens cleared .  
The que stion of inheritanc e of rights to land regis -
tered under the scheme has been raise d  by the c ouncil on a number 
of occ asions , particularly during 1 9 6 2  when it formed the main 
topic for debate in a number of meetings (most of which were 
attended by Unit staff) . Most councillors favoure d  either ( a} the 
nomination by the registered ' ' owner ' ' of a single male heir 
(usually the elde st son) , or (b} the inheritance of the c offee block 
by all sons either jointly or by subdivision to individuals .  In 
the absence of sons , rights were to devolve on brothers ,  on 
sisters ' sons or on daughters ' sons . On the other hand, Native 
Affairs staff who attended the meetings advocated that as the 
clan as a whole had made the original allocation, the c lan as a 
whole would nee d  to select the heir . There appeared to be in -
adequate realization of the different nature of the rights held at 
the levels of the clan and sub -clan, the lineage and the individual . 
The fact that all members of the sub -clan were required  to sign 
the agreement w as merely a written affirmation of a customary 
allocation made at some previous time . Under Orokaiva custom, 
onc e land rights are allocated  they are transmitted  thereafter in 
the male line ( subject to occupation, the existence of sons and 
so on) . The councillors were merely asking that the rule be  
based on  the existing custom; a custom which seemed to be 
appropriate to the circumstances . However, the difference of 
opinion was not really a matter of great consequenc e as c oun -
c illors were informe d that advice had been received from head ­
quarters in Port Moresby that the council would not be  permitted 
to  make any rule on the question . 
aim of the registration scheme is to promote the 
planting of cash crops on individual plots with some security of 
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tenure . Registration is of doubtful legal validity, but to the 
extent that the Orokaiva people accept it as binding (and they 
appear to do so unreservedly at pres,ent )  it functions in practic e . 
Although no public statement has been made on future policy to 
be followe d  with regard to the scheme, the Land ( Tenure Con ­
version) Bill 1 9 6 3 ,  would, if it were made law ,  enable the Lands 
C ommission to issue freehold titles  to replace the existing 
documents issued by the council . 
Subsidiary developments  
An intere sting ' development took place in  February 
1 96 2  when the people of Hohorita (which is within the council 
area) devised a scheme of consolidating their fragmented  hold ­
ings on an area of land which they wished to set aside for cash 
c ropping, and registering the lands allotted  to each individual 
with the Higaturu Council . Their plan grew out of their ex -
perience of the council registration system (the most prominent 
leader of Hohorita, C ouncillor Brian, is pre sident of the 
Higaturu C ouncil) and of a visit of Hohorita leaders  to the Yega 
project at B eporo . The Yega project involved the voluntary 
division of c ertain clan lands among individual clan members 
for c ash c ropping. ( 1 ) 
The Hohorita plan was pre sented to officials of the 
departments of Native Affairs and Agriculture in Popondetta . 
They are said to  have been sympathetic and to have  appreciated  
the advantage s of  such a system. whereby c onsolidation would be 
effected by the people themselves and registere d  (in the e arly 
stages at least ) with their own c o�ncil. Not only time and ex ­
pense would be  saved by the people undertaking the operation 
themselves ,  but an opportunity was thereby provided to 
rationaliz e  the tenure system with the full co -operation of the 
people c onc erned . The Hohorita people have since been advised 
on instructions from headquarters  that they are not to proceed 
with their proposal though c onsolidation may be arranged by the 
Lands C ommission at a later date on their behalf . Popular 
( 1 )  The Yega project is described in detail in a paper by R. B. Dakeyne which will be 
published in a subsequent issue of this Bulletin. The visit of the Hohorita people to Y ega 
was sponsored by officers of the Department of Agriculture . 
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support is  an essential prerequisite to land refo rm in a demo ­
cratic state ,  and many examples exist in the c olonial world 
wherein provisions for reform have been resisted or boycotted 
because of  opposition to the institution prosecuting the reform 
rather than to the reform itself . ( 1 ) 
Coffee  processing and marketing 
From its inception the council expressed  the view 
that processing and marketing should be handled by the Orokaiva 
themselves ( either through the c ouncil or some other authority 
set up for the purpose ) . Administration offic ers w ere generally 
sympathetic to this view though some doubted  the c apacity of the 
c ouncil to operate such an enterprise efficiently . It was agreed 
that the factory and equipment should be owned by the Orokaiva, 
but the question of management was left in abeyance .  
During the 1 9  20 ' s " communal ' '  village plantations 
were e stablished throughout the Orokaiva area under the Native 
· Plantations Ordinance 1 9 1 8  � ( 2 )  Part of the proc eeds Of produce 
sales was distributed to villagers and part was deposited in a 
fund to be used for specific purposes including e ducation . The 
project was resumed for a short time after the war and a credit 
balance remained in the Sangara Native C offee Trust Fund . 
This money was used as part payment for the purchase of hulling, 
winnowing and polishing machines for the factory . The balance 
was met by a loan from the Native Loans Board (which is an 
agency of the c entral government ) . A factory building was 
erected for the c ouncil by an indigenous c ontractor at a cost of 
£ 5 0 0 . The building was completed and the machinery installed 
by January 1 9 5 9 . Until this time the proc essing and marketing 
of coffee had been undertaken by a private firm . 
( 1 )  Local reaction w ill be determined largely by the relations between the people and 
the authority implementing the reform. Owing to the precarious nature of relations be­
tween people and government in this Territory considerable emphasis will need to be 
given to public participation if the reforms proposed in the Lands Commission Bill 1 962 
and the Land (Tenure Conversion) Bill 1 963 are to be successfully implemented. 
(2) This project will be described in detail in a forthcoming issue of this Bulletin. 
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The Department of Agriculture thereupon took over  
the factory and began operations . The Orokaiva raised strong 
objections , ( 1 )  and a public meeting of about 1 ,  2 0 0  people was 
held on 6th 0ctober  1 9 59 . Government officers  are said to have 
informed the meeting that the factory was being run at a loss 
which was being borne by the government . Nevertheles s ,  
negotiations were then held with the c ouncil and it was agreed 
that in future the processing and marketing would be run by a 
committee  to be  known as the Higaturu C ouncil C offee Factory 
Committe e  which was to c onsist of the District Agricultural 
Officer, the Assistant District Offic er ( Local Government ) ,  a 
representative of the Higaturu c ouncil and a representative of the 
growers (who was not necessarily a member  of the c ouncil ) . 
The c ommittee  held its first meeting on 2 5th F ebruary 1 96 0  and 
met at monthly intervals thereafter . The day to day operation 
of the factory was c ontrolled by the Department of Agriculture . 
E arly in 1 9 6 2  it was decided that a new body to be 
known as the Orokaiva C offee  Growers Society would be s et up 
to handle the proc essing and marketing of c offee . The soc iety 
serves a wider are a  than the c ouncil and is independent of the 
c ouncil . It is run by a board of directors with an offic er of the 
Department of Agriculture as adviser,  and replac es  the former 
Higaturu C ouncil C offee  Factory C ommittee . The s ociety is 
r aising c apital by s elling shares at £ 5 each to indigenous c offee 
growers and by the end of 1 9 6 2  it had a membership of 47 0 and a 
share capital of £ 2 ,  3 5 0  .( 2 )  It is intended that the society should 
buy out the c ounc il ' s investment in the c offee factory . Six c offee  
buying centres have been set up  by the society, and all c offee  in 
the area  ( 3 5 to 40 tons in parchment per year )  is now bought 
through them and processed at the factory . The proc essed  
c offee is marketed in  Australia through the Territory Department 
( 1 )  These were undoubtedly aggravated by a drop in overseas prices soon after the De­
partment took over ,  and by the fact that the Department several times ran out of funds 
for buying the coffee and had to send growers home without payment. 
(2) Late in 1 962 a European planter applied to join the society but his a pplication was 
disallowed on the ground that the legislation under which the society operates (the Native 
Economic Development Ordinance 1 95 1 -2) does not permit of non- indigenous partici­
pation. 
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of Agriculture . Those  Orokaiva people with whom w e  have dis 
cussed the matter appear to be satisfied by the pre sent arrange -
ment and to appreciate the experienc e they are thus gaining in 
running a commercial enterprise . 
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APPENDIX B 
Non -monetary valuables  
Ornament s (hambo) 
in 
Assessed  
Ornaments Wher e  worn Description c ash value 
Daremo Forehead Made of red s ea- £ 3 each 
shell 
Dambariso Forehead As above but 
having different 
design £ 2  
Hoave Single held in Made of large 
teeth, double white seashell s  
hangs o n  chest £ 1  
Bati Neck Made of dogs ' 
teeth 1 0 / -
Gajina Arm Made of trochus 
shell 1 0 / -
Bagi ( ajawa) Neck and hahgs Made of trochus 
on chest shell 1 0 / -
Ganda H eld in teeth Made of several 
young pigs ' tusks 5 / -
( 1 )  Several villagers were asked separately to rank hambo and di in descending order of 
value. There was agreement on most items and minor discrepancies were e liminated by 
discussion with the elders. 
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Assessed 
Ornament Where worn Description cash value 
Parasi Neck and hangs Made of brass from 
on chest army dump or from 
tooth brush handle 5 / -
Ho no Held in teeth Made of two large 
and hangs on pigs ' tusks 5 /  -
chest 
Poino Head Made of white sea  -
( saima) shells 5 /  -
Perere (keri) Neck White s eashells 4 / -
Hau (kuri) Neck and hangs Large seashell 
on chest beads 4 / -
Sipe Neck and sides Made of silvery sea -
shells 4 / -
Simba Head Seashells 4 / -
Ori Neck Seashells 4 / -
Jaja Head Seashells 4 / -
Matajo B elt Made of string and 
seashells 2 / -
Sara Head Seashells 2 / -
Erumo Hangs from Made of several sea -
shoulder shells 2 / -
Paho Held in teeth Large seashells 2 / -
Hur a Forehead Seashells 2 / -
Sa pi Neck Unknown 2 / -
Same me Arm Arm band made of 
trochus shell 2 / -
Feather head -dresses  ( di) 
in desc ending order of value 
Samba Head Bird of Paradise  
( rokou) feather s  1 0  I ... 
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Assessed 
Head -dress  Where worn Description c ash value 
Ungaijawo Head Rare mountain 
parrot 5 / -
Homboru I I  C as sowary feathers 
( dark) 2 / -
Usege " C as sowary fe�thers 
(yellowish green) 2 /  -
Tuna " ? 
Suni , ,  R e d  parrot 
Waiwa " Small red parrot 
Agena , ,  White c ockatoo 
Pijama , ,  White feathers  from 
hornbills '  tails 
Koro (waja) , ,  Black feathers from 
hornbills ' wings 
Peremo " Hornbills ' beaks 
Guvero , ,  ? 
Pupu I f  ? 
Borongo , ,  ? 
Kombu , ,  ? 
Arnone , ,  ? 
Karenga , ,  Large blue parrot 
Kahu I f  ? 
Gere " ? 
Kaumba , ,  ? 
Hoiroi , ,  ? 
Sara I f  Mixture o f  various 
feather s  
Asigi " ? 
Suni , ,  ? 
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Monthly rainfall for Popondetta 1 955 -61 ( inches) 
Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Year 
1 955 7. 5 8  1 2 . 05 2 . 1 1  7. 88 1 2 . 65 6. 1 3  2 . 67 1 .  85 6 . 55 4. 90 1 9. 78 10 . 26 94. 41 
1 956 8. 31 8 . 1 5  5. 5 6  6 . 70 1 . 1 6  2 . 08  2 . 1 0  3 . 23 5 . 74 5 . 94 9 . 23 14. 42 72 . 02 
1 95 7  7. 41 4 . 04 1 7. 40 7. 60 4 . 33  2 .  95 1 .  91  3 .  90 5 . 50 1 0 . 60 7. 14  1 6 . 82 89. 60 
1 95 8  1 8. 99 4. 24 14 . 04 1 1 .  79 4 . 77 6 . 46 2 . 1 1  1 .  98 5 .  86 10. 10  10 . 62 1 2 . 57 103. 53  
1 959 8 . 9 8  1 6. 32 9. 82 1 7. 09 8 . 29  6 . 61  3 .  84 0. 78 8 . 08  4 . 64 9 . 89 1 2 . 98  1 02 . 32 
1 960 1 3 . 01  10 . 63 1 1 . 57 1 2 . 30 3 . 41 4 . 87 2 . 61 8 . 70 3. 26 8 . 79 1 2 .  76 1 0. 66 102. 5 1  
1 961  20. 34 7. 20 7. 04 14.  80 7 . 1 2  8. 25 3 . 50 2 . 27 5 . 93 1 1 . 79 6 . 30 14. 64 109. 1 8  
Average 1 2 . 09 8. 95 9. 64 1 1 . 1 7  5 . 96 5 . 34 2 . 68  3 . 24 5 .  85 8 . 1 1  10 .  82 1 3 . 1 9  96. 22 
....... 
Number of wet days per month for Popondetta 1 955-61  
1 955 14 14 10 1 6  1 5  1 9  10  4 1 3  8 2 1  1 7  1 63 
1 956 1 8  1 8  1 3  27 8 22 1 2  1 2  9 1 0  1 2  1 1  1 72 
1 957  1 1  1 3  21  25 1 3  1 6  7 1 2  1 4  1 3  1 7  2 1  1 83 
1 95 8  2 1  1 6  24 2 1  1 6  1 6  1 2  9 1 3  20 22 26 2 1 6  
1 959 1 6  24 1 6  24 1 6  1 8  1 3  6 1 3  1 0  25 21  202 
1 960 27  22  2 1  1 9  1 6  1 0  7 1 5  1 0  24 21 1 8  2 1 0  
1 961 29  17  20 1 8  22 8 1 8  1 4  1 5  1 6  1 6  1 8  2 1 1  
Average 1 9. 4 1 7. 7 1 7. 9 2 1 . 4 1 5 . 1 1 5 . 6 1 1 .  3 10. 3 1 2 . 4 14. 4 1 9 . 1 1 8. 9 1 93 
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To lnonda I 
S U B S  I GAR D 
(Show i03_filg_ges of erowth) 
_.. Standing pigfence 
Old pi9fence 
s 
U nfenced boundar':l of household garden 
Boundar� dividif19 separaTegordens of' same �hold 
Boundary beiween gardens of differenT 
i ndiv idua ls within a household 
FOoipoth ( s ketched ) 
3 Survetj household number 
rrJ Yam house 111 Garden shade house 
F E A ST G A R D EN 
1 9 5 3 
Gorden cleored, noT � Garde n current l!:J 
I.jet pi ant ed. producing. [ill] Ga rCJen planted, nor r++1 Abandoned- garden. 
�et prod ucing. 1±..±l � Garden cleared, w i l l  [ill] Cash crops. 
0 not be lanted. • ·  • 
1 0 6  

k( To  
Old1Jiwahe 
'yA,.;. GAR'DE.N° 
To Inondo I 
� Hora 




S U B S I S  E N C E GAR D 
............... Standing pigfence 
Old pi9fence 
U nfenced bounder� of household cprden 
Bound or� dividir19 separaTe gardens of same �Id 
BoundarH between gardens of differenT 
1 ndi viduc.ils with in a household 
FOofpoth ( skeTched ) 
3 Survelj household num ber 
trJ Yam house 1111 Garden shade house 
F E A ST G A R D E N 
1 9 5 3 

k"' lO  
'Old1Jawahe 
'yAf"i. GARDE.tl 
To lnonda I 
[[]] Land rig hts 
ra:BJ Land rig hts 
rig hh 
S U B S I S  
- Standing pigfence 
Old pigfence 
U nfenced boundar:i of household qarden 
Boondar� dividing separaTegardens at same Whold 
Boundar� between gardens of d ifferenT 
i ndividucils with in a household 
FOoipath ( skeTched )  
3 Survelj household number 
Yam house Garden 
F EA ST G A R D EN 
1 9 5 3  
held  at l i neoge level b� Oiwdundi l i neage 
he l d  ar l i neage leve l  b� Je9oiumo l i neage � 
held aT l i neage le v el b� Darofo'embo I i  n eag e C:> 
hs ld aT l i ne c:ige lev� I  b� Joremba'embo l i neage. 
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